TOWN BO ARD
WORK SESSION
Ju n e 2 5, 2 0 18 // 6: 0 0 p .m . // F i rs t f lo o r c o n f e r en ce ro o m
30 1 W a ln u t St re et , W i ndso r , CO 8 05 5 0

GOAL of this Work Session is to have the Town Board receive information on topics of Town
business from the Town Manager, Town Attorney and Town staff in order to exchange ideas
and opinions regarding these topics.
Members of the Public in attendance are asked to be recognized by the Mayor before
participating in any discussions of the Town Board

AGENDA

1. Broadband Update
2. Future Meetings Agenda
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MEMORANDUM
Dat e:
T o:
Fro m:
Re:
Ite m #:

Jun e 2 5, 2 0 18
M ayo r a nd T ow n Bo a rd
Ke ll y Hou ght el ing , Ass i sta nt to th e T ow n M anage r
Br oad ba nd St ud y Re sul ts
1

Ba c kg roun d / Di sc us sio n
The Town of Windsor and City of Greeley conducted a jointly-funded Broadband Feasibility
Study. The purpose of the study is to determine the need and feasibility for improving the
availability, redundancy and affordability of broadband Internet services for residents and
businesses. The Town of Windsor also placed the municipal broadband study the 2016-2018
strategic plan.
The study began in October 2017 and included several activities including, a survey for residents
and businesses on current broadband services and pricing, outreach meetings to key community
stakeholders, meetings with the incumbent providers, and an assessment of best practices and
levels of community investment. Our consultant, NEO Connect, will review the initial findings and
potential next steps.
Re lat ion sh ip t o St r at egi c Pl an
“Complete a study of Windsor’s broadband gaps.”
Re co mm end at i on
Review of feasibility study and provide input on staff recommendations for next steps.
At ta ch me nt s
Executive Summary
Town of Windsor, City of Greeley Broadband Roadmap
Summary of Responses, Broadband Survey
PowerPoint
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CITY OF GREELEY AND
TOWN OF WINDSOR,
BROADBAND ROADMAP
May 2018
Abstract

Municipalities are taking a more active role in ensuring their communities have reliable,
abundant and affordable broadband services for their citizens. Additionally, smart city
applications are requiring local governments to plan for robust infrastructure to support these
emerging technologies. This white paper discusses models and approaches for the City of
Greeley and the Town of Windsor to consider and provides a platform to evaluate financial
implications, levels of investment, models and strategies, and options for implementation.

Prepared for the City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor,
by Diane Kruse, NEO Connect
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Introduction and Initial Recommendations
Background Information

The City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor have hired NEO Connect to provide strategic
planning for facilitation of better broadband services for the communities. In parallel with
NEO’s engagement, the City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor staff have conducted highlevel surveys from citizens regarding their thoughts on current broadband services, what is
important and their opinion regarding the role of government in solving broadband gaps.
Additionally, NEO and City staff have conducted community engagement meetings with the
public for feedback. NEO’s team provided a current assessment of the broadband landscape in
Greeley and Windsor. NEO researched the existing services, pricing and availability of
broadband service within both communities and identified gaps in service availability provided
by the incumbent providers.
There are many levels of investment that may be considered by a local government to improve
broadband services. The first level of investment may be to implement policies and ordinances
that reduce the cost of broadband deployment. Another level of investment may be to connect
various government and anchor institutions within each community. These strategies lay the
foundation for connecting important facilities and help create a broadband distribution system
that can further be expanded. Another level of investment may be to extend the broadband
distribution system into neighborhoods to connect homes and businesses with fiber.
To identify the costs of various levels of investment, NEO’s team gathered information
regarding the City of Greeley’s and the Town of Windsor’s smart city, traffic management,
capital improvement projects, and other government communication needs. NEO identified
and mapped existing assets that could potentially be leveraged to improve broadband services
and identified key community anchor institutions that could benefit from having fiber built
directly to their locations. We then provided a high-level design and capital cost projection for
several levels of broadband infrastructure development and investment.
In addition to the above set of tasks, NEO’s scope of work included providing models for
public-private partnerships and best practices regarding what other municipalities are doing or
have done to improve broadband services.

Why this is Important and Why Municipalities are Investing in
Broadband

Having access to very high-speed broadband and Internet services has become one of the most
critical components for education, government services, economic development, healthcare,
utility operations, first responders and business operations. The demand for more bandwidth
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continues to grow. By 2021, there will be over 30 billion devices connected by the Internet of
Things (IoT). Each person will have over 13 connected devices on average, including their cell
phones, tablets, clothing, and their cars. The global Internet traffic continues to explode. In
1992, global Internet traffic per day was 100 Gigabits. In 2016, the global Internet traffic per
second was 26,600 Gigabits. It is projected that global Internet use will continue to expand
dramatically.

Global Internet Traffic
1992 100 GB per DAY
1997 100 GB per HOUR
2002 100 GB per SECOND
2007 2,000 GB per SECOND
2016 26,600 GB per SECOND

Internet, data and cellular growth will
continue to double in bandwidth every one
to two years. Although some of the
existing Internet Service Providers (ISP)
have invested in their networks to keep up
with demand, the majority of networks
built by cable and phone companies are
maxed out. As the Internet drives all
things regarding economic development
and vitality, simply put, connectivity is
essential.

2021 105,800 GB per SECOND

Coupled with the ever-growing
importance of the Internet, the convergence of new smart city applications, traffic management
needs, the growth of and application for small cellular site installation and the soon-coming
implementation of self-driving vehicles, municipalities are seeking strategies to facilitate and
coordinate investment.
Recently, the FCC overturned Net Neutrality rules that govern the availability and access to
content and bandwidth. These rules prevented ISP’s from blocking certain types of content or
placing specific websites or applications in preferential “fast lanes.” The FCC’s overturning
these rules could help the large or incumbent providers stifle the ability of smaller internet
companies to compete. Some critics of FCC’s decision worry that the large ISPs will begin
prioritizing certain websites, applications, content and services over others, either by charging
customers to access that content or charging Internet companies to access customers. Internet
websites could be “packaged” or “channelized” similar to the way cable companies provide a
roster of channels and programming.
The Cities of Longmont, Boulder, Loveland and Ft. Collins are implementing locally-run
Internet services as a way of ensuring their citizens and businesses are not impacted by the
overturning of Net Neutrality rules. These cities are stating that the Internet would remain
open and equitable, serving as a countermeasure to corporations potentially taking over the
Internet.
Another reason why local governments invest in broadband infrastructure is to address the
availability of advanced broadband services throughout the entire city or town boundary. In
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many instances, the incumbent cable and phone companies have invested in some part of the
municipality, but much of the community does not have adequate services. Municipalities
invest to ensure that all citizens and businesses have access to advanced broadband services at
affordable prices and that no one is left out of participating in the digital economy.
Municipal facilitation can take the form of implementing broadband friendly policies and
ordinances to reduce the cost of implementation by the private sector, to investing and
implementing fiber for government applications and to key anchor institutions, to entering into
a public-private partnership to promote a ubiquitous Gigabit strategy, to a full-blown
implementation and operations of a municipally-owned Internet Service Provider.
Considerations that impact a local government’s broadband strategy and involvement include
the level or amount of municipal investment, examination of models and approaches
implemented by other communities, exploration of how networks are typically implemented,
constructed and operated, as well as exploration of public-private partnership models that are
emerging in the industry and possible financing strategies for implementation.

Summary of the Survey Results

Below is a summary of the residential survey results that were facilitated by the Town of
Windsor and the City of Greeley staff.
643 residential surveys responses were received. The surveys were posted on the City of
Greeley’s and the Town of Windsor’s websites and social media sites. Although the survey was
filled out most likely from residences that care about Internet services, or potentially have an
issue with their current Internet services, the survey results strongly suggest the following:
•
•

•

•
•

Reliability is the most important factor for the community, followed by speed and price.
The community wants to see more reliable, faster, and more abundant broadband
services. 81-82% of the respondents stated that the download and upload speeds are too
slow either sometimes, most of the time or always. Speeds vary throughout the day as
more users are on the Internet and there are times when respondents cannot get on the
Internet.
54% of the residential respondents telecommute, having either one or more people
working from home, providing insight into the broadband needs of homes within the
communities.
62% of the respondents were Comcast customers using cable modem service; followed
by 21% of the respondents using CenturyLink’s DSL services.
When asked to rank the local government’s role with respect to broadband access, 57%
of the respondents ranked “to build network for the public: homes, businesses and
government locations” as the primary role of government, with 16% stating the
government’s role should be to “partner with current providers” as the primary role.
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•
•

•

66% of the respondents stated they would support a small monthly utility fee to pay for
broadband infrastructure build out.
The survey stated that the City of Longmont recently became Colorado’s first “Gig
City,” building a fiber network that provides residents with reasonably priced Gigabit
service to the home. The survey asked “Would you support the City of Greeley and the
Town of Windsor offering Gigabit service to the home.” 73% answered “Yes” and 19%
answered that more information would be needed. Only 8% replied “No.”
21% of the respondents said they would potentially move if adequate broadband was
not available and 5% said they would definitely move.

Although Comcast has stated that Gigabit speeds (1000 Megabit per second (Mbps)) are
available throughout Greeley and Windsor, of the respondents that indicated that they are
Comcast customers, none of the speed tests conducted were at Gigabit speeds. The highest
speed test result was 350 Mbps in download speeds. The average speed test results for Comcast
customers were 71.45 Mbps in download speeds and 8.99 Mbps in upload speeds.
The reasons for the discrepancy between Comcast’s speed test results and their stated available
speeds are varied. Either customers are signing up for a lower service speed through Comcast,
Comcast is not delivering Gigabit speeds, the devices do not support these high bandwidths,
Comcast’s network was constrained as more users were on the Internet, or Gigabit services are
not offered by Comcast in their neighborhoods. There is not an easy way to determine why
higher speeds were not achieved by the speed tests.
The FCC definition for broadband is 25 Mbps in download speeds and 3 Mbps in upload
speeds. The average speed test for CenturyLink customers was 11.88 Mbps in download speeds
and 2.04 Mbps in upload speeds. None of the CenturyLink customers that participated in the
survey and speed test met the FCC’s definition of broadband service.
Most of the survey respondents also provided comments – All of the comments that were
received are included within the Appendix A of this report. Results of the survey are provided
within a separate document.
To summarize, most of the comments received were in support of the City of Greeley and the
Town of Windsor to invest in a ubiquitous Gigabit fiber initiative. There were a handful of
comments that discouraged the government from getting into the broadband business. Many of
the responses discussed concern over the existing services not being available, fast enough, or
providing the level of services that were subscribed. Many comments discussed the lack of
customer care or service available from the incumbent providers. Some responses discussed
how no broadband service is available within their neighborhoods and that Comcast does not
serve their home with cable TV or broadband service. A good portion of the comments
encouraged the City/Town to follow what the City of Longmont has done and what the Cities of
Boulder, Loveland and Fort Collins are considering.
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Current Assessment, Existing Services and Gaps

Based upon information gathered by the FCC, the Broadband USA Mapping Tool, Broadband
Now and the State of Colorado, the following provides information regarding current services
and gaps of service within Windsor and Greeley.

Windsor Market

The incumbent cable company in Windsor is Comcast, serving approximately 77% of Windsor;
12.1% of Windsor receive TDS cable services. The incumbent phone company is CenturyLink,
with 98.2% of the community having access to DSL services. Rise Broadband is a fixed wireless
provider in Windsor and satellite services are available through HughesNet and Viasat.
Business Internet providers include CenturyLink, Comcast, Rise Broadband, as well as MHO,
another fixed wireless provider in Windsor and Electric Lightwave, Birch Communications and
GTT Communications.
According to BroadbandNow, the average download speed in Windsor is 26.82 Mbps. Speed
test data is based upon 6,072 speed tests from IP verified users who took speeds test in Windsor
between April 2017 and March 2018. Windsor’s average download speed is 24.7% slower than
the average in Colorado and 17.5% slower than the national average.
12.6% of the Windsor homes have one or fewer wired Internet providers available to them. In
other words, these homes have only 1 choice or no options for Internet services.

Greeley Market

Residential providers in Greeley include Comcast, CenturyLink, Rise Broadband and
Windstream. Satellite providers are HughesNet and Exede Internet. Blue Lightning provides
fiber services to 1.1% of the residential community. Business Internet providers include all of
the providers listed in Windsor, as well as Level 3 Communications, NewCloud and MegaPath.
As in Windsor, 12.1% of the consumers in Greeley have access to one or fewer providers. Based
upon 26,262 speed tests from April 2017 to March 2018, the average download speed in Greeley
is 35.73 Mbps. This is 6.4% faster than the average in Colorado and 11.8% faster than the
national average.

Current Speeds and Availability

Comcast states that it offers Gigabit broadband services within Greeley and Windsor, but
Gigabit services are not currently available ubiquitously throughout both communities. For this
study, Comcast has committed to providing coverage maps of their Gigabit service offerings.
According to the State of Colorado’s OIT broadband map, the following maps shows what
services are available throughout both communities. Areas shown in dark green have access to
up to 1 Gigabit of service.
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Initial Recommendations

As discussed, there are several levels of investment that may facilitate better broadband services
within a City/Town. Here are the various levels of investment that were evaluated as part of
this study.

Levels of Investment

Based upon the initial findings of the broadband plan, NEO and staff recommend the first three
levels of investment be considered. The first three recommendations will facilitate and lower
the costs for broadband implementation and lay the foundation for improving broadband
infrastructure within both communities, regardless of whether the City/Town decides to move
forward with a Gigabit broadband strategy to connecting homes and businesses, or not.
Connecting city government locations (water monitoring systems, public safety and other
government buildings), smart city applications (traffic lights and parking meters) and key
community anchor institutions (i.e. hospitals, schools, and universities) with fiber will greatly
enhance communications and broadband speeds for these locations, while dramatically
reducing communications costs. While these key facilities are being connected with fiber, both
communities will gain more fiber assets that can be leveraged for building out to
neighborhoods to connect homes and businesses with fiber. Implementing a shadow
conduit/dig once policy will allow the City/Town to facilitate further broadband development
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by reducing the costs of broadband expansion, by levering existing public works or
construction by other entities.
All of these first three levels of investment will improve communications for applications that
will be needed regardless of whether or how the City/Town moves forward with a more
ubiquitous Gigabit broadband strategy. Additionally, these strategies will lower the overall
cost of further expansion and will provide assets (conduit and fiber) for the City/Town to use as
leverage to potentially negotiate a public-private partnership for further expansion.
NEO and staff recommend that investigation into how to implement a ubiquitous Gigabit
broadband strategy for homes and businesses be further evaluated (item #4 and #5 above under
Levels of Investment.) This would include weighing the pros and cons of various publicprivate partnership models or providing broadband services directly to citizens and businesses
or working with the incumbent providers Comcast and CenturyLink to improve their
availability of Gigabit broadband services.

Summary of Capital Costs for the Various Levels of Investment

Below is a summary of the capital costs for implementation of the various levels of investment.
The projected capital costs for the City of Greeley’s build for items #2 and #3 is shown below.
With the Use of Existing Fiber
Description

Eng. &
Construction
Management

Labor

Materials

Project Total

Traffic Lights, Public Safety,
Water Meters, Parking Meters - $
"Smart City"

270,043

$

1,161,935

$

260,223

$

1,692,201

Water Meter Locations outside
$
City Limits

41,358

$

183,964

$

50,488

$

275,810

Adding on All Other Anchor
Institutions

$

230,184

$

1,166,545

$

351,754

$

1,748,483

Total

$

541,585

$

2,512,444

$

662,465

$

3,716,493
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As a New Build

Description

Eng. &
Construction
Management

Labor

Materials

Project Total

Traffic Lights, Public Safety,
Water Meters, Parking Meters - $
"Smart City"

624,146

$

3,260,450

$

758,316

$

4,642,912

Water Meter Locations outside
$
City Limits

41,358

$

183,964

$

50,488

$

275,810

Adding on All Other Anchor
Institutions

$

473,049

$

2,095,045

$

516,856

$

3,084,950

Total

$

1,138,553

$

5,539,459

$

1,325,660

$

8,003,673

A summary of the projected capital costs for the Town of Windsor’s build for #2 and #3 is
shown below.
With the Use of Existing Fiber
Eng. &
Construction
Management

Labor

Materials

Total

Public Safety, SCADA, Smart
City

$

11,532 $

72,844 $

27,709 $

112,085

Adding on All Other Anchor
Institutions

$

11,160 $

93,390 $

43,481 $

148,031

$

22,692 $

166,234 $

71,190 $

260,116

Total
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As a New Build
Eng. &
Construction
Management

Labor

Materials

Total

Public Safety, SCADA, Smart
City

$

150,660 $

604,032 $

131,811 $

886,503

Adding on All Other Anchor
Institutions

$

139,965 $

588,167 $

132,224 $

860,356

$

290,625 $

1,192,199 $

264,035 $

1,746,859

Total

Most Fiber-to-the-Premise network use a Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON) architecture
with active connections to large businesses, mission critical or government locations. Active or
passive simply refers to powered electronics in the field. In other words, with a passive
architecture, there are no electronics located between the network operations center and the
home.
Capital costs will increase when the market share or take rate percentage increases. Below are
the projected capital costs with various take rate percentages.

Summary, Windsor Fiber to the Premise Capital Costs
Take Rate
Percentages
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%

Total
Construction
Costs
$ 39,685,019
$ 40,797,243
$ 41,906,853
$ 43,016,463
$ 44,129,690
$ 45,238,296

Total
Equipment
Costs
$ 2,336,684
$ 2,579,875
$ 2,846,086
$ 3,093,389
$ 3,357,522
$ 3,711,603

Total Capital
Costs
$ 42,021,704
$ 43,377,118
$ 44,752,939
$ 46,109,851
$ 47,487,212
$ 48,949,899
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Summary, Greeley Fiber to the Premise Capital Costs
Take Rate
Percentages
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%

Total
Construction
Costs
$ 91,877,838
$ 95,308,477
$ 98,737,505
$ 102,168,144
$ 105,603,404
$ 109,034,043

Total
Equipment
Costs
$ 7,438,297
$ 9,475,631
$ 11,803,153
$ 14,006,794
$ 16,097,703
$ 18,535,591

Total Capital
Costs
$ 99,316,135
$ 104,784,107
$ 110,540,658
$ 116,174,938
$ 121,701,107
$ 127,569,634

As the capital costs and financial risk is high for building fiber to homes and businesses, NEO
and City/Town staff recommending further investigation into various strategies and models for
implementing this approach.
Following this report, a companion report will be provided that will discuss the financial
considerations and implications of various Gigabit strategies. Financial projections, staffing
considerations and financing strategies will be discussed for each model. Additionally, the
companion report will address funding and financing options for consideration.
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CITY OF GREELEY AND
TOWN OF WINDSOR,
BROADBAND ROADMAP
May 2018
Abstract

Municipalities are taking a more active role in ensuring their communities have reliable,
abundant and affordable broadband services for their citizens. Additionally, smart city
applications are requiring local governments to plan for robust infrastructure to support these
emerging technologies. This white paper discusses models and approaches for the City of
Greeley and the Town of Windsor to consider and provides a platform to evaluate financial
implications, levels of investment, models and strategies, and options for implementation.

Prepared for the City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor,
by Diane Kruse, NEO Connect
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About this Report

The following report is a roadmap for improving broadband services within the City of Greeley
and the Town of Windsor. This report is divided into three sections.

Section 1 of this report provides an introduction and background on the City of Greeley’s and
the Town of Windsor’s (“City/Town”) joint broadband study. This section provides a call to
action for consideration; essentially the recommendations that can be implemented now to
facilitate and lower the costs for broadband implementation and a summary of the costs of
implementing a level of investment in infrastructure to connect key facilities, smart city
applications and government locations. These initial recommendations lay the foundation for
improving broadband infrastructure within both communities, regardless of whether the
City/Town decides to move forward with a Gigabit broadband strategy or not.
Section 2 provides answers to many of the “why” questions. It addresses why having abundant
and affordable broadband services is important, why municipalities are investigating building
broadband infrastructure for their communities, and what Greeley and Windsor citizens are
saying regarding their current services. This section also details the current assessment and
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findings regarding what existing services and infrastructure are available today. The current
assessment provides information regarding identified gaps in availability of broadband service
and what the incumbent providers, Comcast and CenturyLink are offering within the study
area.
Section 3 of this report describes “what” to consider. This section discusses what levels of
investment may be required to upgrade the existing infrastructure to support a variety of
broadband, cellular backhaul, smart city and e-government applications. It provides a detailed
analysis of several levels of broadband infrastructure investment and what each level of
investment may cost. This section also discusses the considerations to implement a Gigabit
broadband strategy or connecting homes and businesses with fiber, the estimated capital costs
for doing so and what other municipalities have done or are considering doing for
implementation of a Gigabit broadband strategy. This section discusses several types of public
private partnership models and examples of other municipalities that have implemented them.
Following this report, a companion report will be provided that will discuss the financial
considerations and implications of various Gigabit strategies. Financial projections, staffing
considerations and financing strategies will be discussed for each model. Additionally, the
companion report will address funding and financing options for consideration.
This report and the companion report are included in the initial scope of work with NEO
Connect.
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Section 1 – Introduction and Initial
Recommendations
Background Information

The City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor have hired NEO Connect to provide strategic
planning for facilitation of better broadband services for the communities. In parallel with
NEO’s engagement, the City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor staff have conducted highlevel surveys from citizens regarding their thoughts on current broadband services, what is
important and their opinion regarding the role of government in solving broadband gaps.
Additionally, NEO and City staff have conducted community engagement meetings with the
public for feedback. NEO’s team provided a current assessment of the broadband landscape in
Greeley and Windsor. NEO researched the existing services, pricing and availability of
broadband service within both communities and identified gaps in service availability provided
by the incumbent providers.
There are many levels of investment that may be considered by a local government to improve
broadband services. The first level of investment may be to implement policies and ordinances
that reduce the cost of broadband deployment. Another level of investment may be to connect
various government and anchor institutions within each community. These strategies lay the
foundation for connecting important facilities and help create a broadband distribution system
that can further be expanded. Another level of investment may be to extend the broadband
distribution system into neighborhoods to connect homes and businesses with fiber.
To identify the costs of various levels of investment, NEO’s team gathered information
regarding the City of Greeley’s and the Town of Windsor’s smart city, traffic management,
capital improvement projects, and other government communication needs. NEO identified
and mapped existing assets that could potentially be leveraged to improve broadband services
and identified key community anchor institutions that could benefit from having fiber built
directly to their locations. We then provided a high-level design and capital cost projection for
several levels of broadband infrastructure development and investment.
In addition to the above set of tasks, NEO’s scope of work included providing models for
public-private partnerships and best practices regarding what other municipalities are doing or
have done to improve broadband services.

Initial Recommendations

As discussed, there are several levels of investment that may facilitate better broadband services
within a City/Town. Here are the various levels of investment that were evaluated as part of
this study.
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Levels of Investment

Based upon the initial findings of the broadband plan, NEO and staff recommend the first three
levels of investment be implemented now. The first three recommendations will facilitate and
lower the costs for broadband implementation and lay the foundation for improving broadband
infrastructure within both communities, regardless of whether the City/Town decides to move
forward with a Gigabit broadband strategy to connecting homes and businesses, or not.
Connecting city government locations (water monitoring systems, public safety and other
government buildings), smart city applications (traffic lights and parking meters) and key
community anchor institutions (i.e. hospitals, schools, and universities) with fiber will greatly
enhance communications and broadband speeds for these locations, while dramatically
reducing communications costs. While these key facilities are being connected with fiber, both
communities will gain more fiber assets that can be leveraged for building out to
neighborhoods to connect homes and businesses with fiber. Implementing a shadow
conduit/dig once policy will allow the City/Town to facilitate further broadband development
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by reducing the costs of broadband expansion, by levering existing public works or
construction by other entities.
All of these first three levels of investment will improve communications for applications that
will be needed regardless of whether or how the City/Town moves forward with a more
ubiquitous Gigabit broadband strategy. Additionally, these strategies will lower the overall
cost of further expansion and will provide assets (conduit and fiber) for the City/Town to use as
leverage to potentially negotiate a public-private partnership for further expansion.
NEO and staff recommend that investigation into how to implement a ubiquitous Gigabit
broadband strategy for homes and businesses be further evaluated (item #4 and #5 above under
Levels of Investment.) This would include weighing the pros and cons of various publicprivate partnership models or providing broadband services directly to citizens and businesses
or working with the incumbent providers Comcast and CenturyLink to improve their
availability of Gigabit broadband services.
The companion report will provide the financial implications and considerations for
implementation of connecting homes and businesses with fiber. Financial models for publicprivate partnerships or for the City/Town to offer broadband services directly to citizens and
businesses will be provided.

Summary of Capital Costs for the Various Levels of Investment

Below is a summary of the capital costs for implementation of the various levels of investment.
The projected capital costs for the City of Greeley’s build for items #2 and #3 is shown below.
With the Use of Existing Fiber
Description

Eng. &
Construction
Management

Labor

Materials

Project Total

Traffic Lights, Public Safety,
Water Meters, Parking Meters - $
"Smart City"

270,043

$

1,161,935

$

260,223

$

1,692,201

Water Meter Locations outside
$
City Limits

41,358

$

183,964

$

50,488

$

275,810

Adding on All Other Anchor
Institutions

$

230,184

$

1,166,545

$

351,754

$

1,748,483

Total

$

541,585

$

2,512,444

$

662,465

$

3,716,493
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As a New Build

Description

Eng. &
Construction
Management

Labor

Materials

Project Total

Traffic Lights, Public Safety,
Water Meters, Parking Meters - $
"Smart City"

624,146

$

3,260,450

$

758,316

$

4,642,912

Water Meter Locations outside
$
City Limits

41,358

$

183,964

$

50,488

$

275,810

Adding on All Other Anchor
Institutions

$

473,049

$

2,095,045

$

516,856

$

3,084,950

Total

$

1,138,553

$

5,539,459

$

1,325,660

$

8,003,673

A summary of the projected capital costs for the Town of Windsor’s build for #2 and #3 is
shown below.
With the Use of Existing Fiber
Eng. &
Construction
Management

Labor

Materials

Total

Public Safety, SCADA, Smart
City

$

11,532 $

72,844 $

27,709 $

112,085

Adding on All Other Anchor
Institutions

$

11,160 $

93,390 $

43,481 $

148,031

$

22,692 $

166,234 $

71,190 $

260,116

Total
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As a New Build
Eng. &
Construction
Management

Labor

Materials

Total

Public Safety, SCADA, Smart
City

$

150,660 $

604,032 $

131,811 $

886,503

Adding on All Other Anchor
Institutions

$

139,965 $

588,167 $

132,224 $

860,356

$

290,625 $

1,192,199 $

264,035 $

1,746,859

Total

Most Fiber-to-the-Premise network use a Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON) architecture
with active connections to large businesses, mission critical or government locations. Active or
passive simply refers to powered electronics in the field. In other words, with a passive
architecture, there are no electronics located between the network operations center and the
home.
Capital costs will increase when the market share or take rate percentage increases. Below are
the projected capital costs with various take rate percentages.

Summary, Windsor Fiber to the Premise Capital Costs
Take Rate
Percentages
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%

Total
Construction
Costs
$ 39,685,019
$ 40,797,243
$ 41,906,853
$ 43,016,463
$ 44,129,690
$ 45,238,296

Total
Equipment
Costs
$ 2,336,684
$ 2,579,875
$ 2,846,086
$ 3,093,389
$ 3,357,522
$ 3,711,603

Total Capital
Costs
$ 42,021,704
$ 43,377,118
$ 44,752,939
$ 46,109,851
$ 47,487,212
$ 48,949,899
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Summary, Greeley Fiber to the Premise Capital Costs
Take Rate
Percentages
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%

Total
Construction
Costs
$ 91,877,838
$ 95,308,477
$ 98,737,505
$ 102,168,144
$ 105,603,404
$ 109,034,043

Total
Equipment
Costs
$ 7,438,297
$ 9,475,631
$ 11,803,153
$ 14,006,794
$ 16,097,703
$ 18,535,591

Total Capital
Costs
$ 99,316,135
$ 104,784,107
$ 110,540,658
$ 116,174,938
$ 121,701,107
$ 127,569,634

As the capital costs and financial risk is high for building fiber to homes and businesses, NEO
and City/Town staff recommending further investigation into various strategies and models for
implementing this approach.

A Quick Lesson in Broadband, Speeds and Technologies Available

Before we go much farther, it may be helpful to include a quick lesson on broadband, speeds
and broadband technologies. The following section is a reference for understanding the
“basics” about broadband.

Speeds

There is much debate occurring in the U.S. on how to properly define “broadband”. Prior to
February 2015, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) defined broadband as having
the ability to download 4 Mbps of data and upload 1 Mbps of data. In February of 2015, the
FCC increased the definition of broadband by raising the minimum download speeds needed
from 4 Mbps to 25 Mbps and the minimum upload speed from 1 Mbps to 3 Mbps 1. The current
definition of broadband can be supported by a number of technologies – including wireless,
cable modem, DSL, and fiber optic technologies.
Although the current FCC definition for broadband is 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps in
upload speeds, it should be noted that broadband demand and consumption of broadband is
growing very rapidly every year. The gold standard for bandwidth capability is quickly
becoming offering Gigabit services or speeds that support 1,000 Mbps in both download and
upload speeds. Fiber optic networks or more specifically, building fiber directly to homes and
businesses is the predominant way to achieve Gigabit download and upload speeds. This is
2016 Broadband Progress Report, Federal Communications Commission,
https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-16-6A1.pdf.
1
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referred to in the industry as “Fiber to the Premise,” or “Fiber to the Home,” or “Fiber to the
Business.”
For example, The City of Longmont has built a fiber network to homes and businesses within
the city and is offering Gigabit broadband services at very affordable rates. Longmont’s Gigabit
fiber network is nationally known as a model of success. Dubbed “NextLight,” this Gigabit
fiber network is owned and operated by the City and its power utility, Longmont Power &
Communications (LPC).
Many of the cable networks are being upgraded to a technology called DOCSIS 3.1, which will
support Gigabit levels in download speeds by not in upload speeds.
There have been dramatic improvements in wireless technologies and although we are now
seeing the ability for wireless to support Gigabit speeds, the wireless access points need to be
fed with fiber and have a Gigabit reach of less than 500 feet. Gigabit players, Google Fiber and
AT&T have announced plans to trial Gigabit wireless services in select markets in the U.S. for
serving homes and businesses but are not yet commercially available. Siklu is a company that is
currently providing wireless equipment that supports Gigabit capacity; again, wireless access
points need to be fed with fiber.

Why do we Care about Upload Speeds?

Incumbent providers typically advertise one number – their download speeds. But upload
speeds are very important too. Put simply, upload speeds represent the amount of data that can
be shared or sent in a given second. Upload speeds are important for content creators – people
who create and send pictures, files, engineering drawings, videos, and the like.
Many applications require fast download and upload speeds. Online, real-time games, Voice
over IP (phone calls using the internet), interactive web videos and/or web conferences require
constant and fast two-way communications. Without fast upload speeds, video and voice
services are stuttered or every third or fourth word is heard. If a business is running any of its
own servers -- such as a Web, game, or email server -- available upload bandwidth will limit
performance for people trying to access the information on the server.
Therefore, having fast upload speeds reflects a business’ ability to create and share their
content. Upload speeds have a great impact on economic development and business creation.

Description of Broadband Technologies

Below is a brief description of the various technologies used in broadband deployment:
DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) uses existing copper phone lines to deliver download and upload
broadband speeds typically of 1.5 Mbps to 7 Mbps. DSL speeds diminishes as distance
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increases from the telephone company’s central office. Homes or businesses located more than
three miles from the central office will not receive as fast of speeds. There have been many
improvements to DSL technologies to improve the speed available. In general, most forms of
DSL service improvements support up to 10 Mbps. VDSL (Very High Bit Rate Digital
Subscriber Line) can support up to 30 Mbps, but most Internet service providers do not support
this type of service, including providers in the region.
Cable modem service uses coaxial cables already installed by the cable TV operators to provide
broadband service. Most cable networks support speeds comparable to DSL. Cable operators
are upgrading their cable networks by installing fiber optic cable closer to neighborhoods.
These network improvements allow cable modem service to be able to support up to 30 Mbps.
This connection type is a shared service, meaning, as more people are on the network within a
neighborhood, the speed available to each customer diminishes. As discussed above, many
cable companies are upgrading their cable networks to DOCSIS 3.1 which supports Gigabit
speeds in download capabilities, but not upload capabilities.
Fiber optic technology converts electrical signals carrying data to light and sends the light
through glass fibers about the diameter of a human hair. Fiber transmits data at speeds far
exceeding current DSL or cable modem speeds, typically by tens or even hundreds of Mbps.
Fiber is the best way to provide abundant broadband, but it often is the most capital-intensive
to build. As fiber optic technology transmit pulses of light, more bandwidth can be delivered
on a fiber optic network by adding various colors of light or additional spectrum. Fiber is
unique because it can carry high bandwidth signals over long distances without signal or
bandwidth degradation and it can provide that capacity in both directions – for both upload
and downloading information.
Wireless broadband connects a home or business to the Internet using a radio link between the
customer’s location and the service provider’s facility. Wireless technologies using longer-range
directional equipment provide broadband service in remote or sparsely populated areas where
DSL or cable modem service would be costly to provide or fiber network installations may be
too capital intensive.
Wireless broadband can be mobile or fixed. Wireless speeds are generally comparable to DSL
and cable modem. Wireless services can be offered using both licensed spectrum and
unlicensed devices. Wi-Fi networks typically use unlicensed spectrum. Wi-Fi networks use
wireless technology from a fixed point and often require direct line-of-sight between the
wireless transmitter and receiver. Wi-Fi networks can be designed for private access within a
home or business or be used for public Internet access at "hot spots" such as restaurants, coffee
shops, hotels, airports, convention centers, and city parks. Using licensed spectrum, greater
amounts of bandwidth can be delivered and often do not require direct line-of-sight.
In some communities, especially sparse, geographically diverse rural communities, small
providers build out a wireless solution since wireless infrastructure is not as capital-intensive as
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building out a fiber optic infrastructure. While wireless technology does have its limitations,
needing to be designed to get around “line of sight’ requirements as well as to support “shared”
bandwidth on the network, smart engineering can deliver good connectivity.
Cellular 4G and LTE. Cellular service is often referred to as wireless service and it can be
confused with Wi-Fi. Cellular and Wi-Fi are both wireless systems, meaning both use radio
frequencies to transmit and receive data. But Wi-Fi has a radio transmitter and receiver that
operates only at a range of 200 feet or so. The range of cellular is measured in miles. Wi-Fi's
transmitter and receiver is called an access point. It is mounted in the corner of a room, or on a
lamp post, or in a hotel lobby. A cellular transmitter and receiver is called a cell site, or a base
station and can transmit for miles.
“4G” refers to the fourth-generation technology for data transmission over a cellular network.
It can support greater data speeds than most public Wi-Fi networks and is used primarily when
a customer is out of the range of a Wi-Fi network. LTE, which stands for “Long Term
Evolution,” is the fastest, most consistent variety of 4G.
“5G” cellular service is the fifth and latest generation for data transmission over a cellular
network. 5G supports higher amounts of bandwidth, but in order to support 5G capabilities,
more small cell sites need to be deployed because the bandwidth can only be sustained for short
distances.
To date, the cellular companies have charged for data usage either by the amount of data used
or with a flat fee for unlimited data use.
Cell sites need to be connected with fiber in order to support high bandwidth speeds.
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) provide wireless broadband access over shorter
distances and are often used to extend the reach of a "last-mile" wireline or fixed wireless
broadband connection within a home, building, or campus environment. An in-home Wi-Fi
network is a WLAN – it does not use spectrum, rather it sends radio waves at a limited range.
Mobile wireless broadband services are also becoming available from mobile telephone service
providers. These services are generally appropriate for highly-mobile customers and require a
special wireless card with a built-in antenna that plugs into a user’s laptop computer. Generally,
they provide lower speeds, in the range of several hundred Kbps.
Satellite broadband is another form of wireless broadband and is useful for serving remote or
sparsely populated areas. Typically, a consumer can expect to receive (download) at a speed of
about 500 Kbps and send (upload) at a speed of about 80 Kbps. These speeds are slower than
DSL and cable modem, but they are about 10 times faster than the download speed with dial-up
Internet access. Service can be disrupted in extreme weather conditions and are typically
oversubscribed.
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With the tremendous growth in broadband demand, plans for long-term implementation of
infrastructure must take into consideration the need for more fiber networks to be deployed and
expanded.
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Section 2 – “Why”

This section provides answers to many of the “why” questions. It addresses why having
abundant and affordable broadband services is important, why municipalities are investigating
building broadband infrastructure for their communities, and what Greeley and Windsor
citizens are saying regarding their current services. This section also details the current
assessment and findings regarding what existing services and infrastructure are available
today. The current assessment provides information regarding identified gaps in availability of
broadband service and what the incumbent providers, Comcast and CenturyLink are offering
within the study area.

Why is this Important and Why are Municipalities Looking into
Improving Broadband?

Having access to very high-speed broadband and Internet services has become one of the most
critical components for education, government services, economic development, healthcare,
utility operations, first responders and business operations. The demand for more bandwidth
continues to grow. By 2021, there will be over 30 billion devices connected by the Internet of
Things (IoT). Each person will have over 13 connected devices on average, including their cell
phones, tablets, clothing, and their cars. The global Internet traffic continues to explode. In
1992, global Internet traffic per day was 100 Gigabits. In 2016, the global Internet traffic per
second was 26,600 Gigabits. It is projected that global Internet use will continue to expand
dramatically.

Global Internet Traffic
1992 100 GB per DAY
1997 100 GB per HOUR
2002 100 GB per SECOND
2007 2,000 GB per SECOND
2016 26,600 GB per SECOND
2021 105,800 GB per SECOND

Internet, data and cellular growth
will continue to double in
bandwidth every one to two
years. Although some of the
existing Internet Service Providers
(ISP) have invested in their
networks to keep up with
demand, the majority of networks
built by cable and phone
companies are maxed out. As the
Internet drives all things
regarding economic development
and vitality, simply put,
connectivity is essential.

Coupled with the ever-growing
importance of the Internet, the convergence of new smart city applications, traffic management
needs, the growth of and application for small cellular site installation and the soon-coming
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implementation of self-driving vehicles, municipalities are seeking strategies to facilitate and
coordinate investment.
Recently, the FCC overturned Net Neutrality rules that govern the availability and access to
content and bandwidth. These rules prevented ISP’s from blocking certain types of content or
placing specific websites or applications in preferential “fast lanes.” The FCC’s overturning
these rules could help the large or incumbent providers stifle the ability of smaller internet
companies to compete. Some critics of FCC’s decision worry that the large ISPs will begin
prioritizing certain websites, applications, content and services over others, either by charging
customers to access that content or charging Internet companies to access customers. Internet
websites could be “packaged” or “channelized” similar to the way cable companies provide a
roster of channels and programming.
The Cities of Longmont, Boulder, Loveland and Ft. Collins are implementing locally-run
Internet services as a way of ensuring their citizens and businesses are not impacted by the
overturning of Net Neutrality rules. These cities are stating that the Internet would remain
open and equitable, serving as a countermeasure to corporations potentially taking over the
Internet.
Another reason why local governments invest in broadband infrastructure is to address the
availability of advanced broadband services throughout the entire city or town boundary. In
many instances, the incumbent cable and phone companies have invested in some part of the
municipality, but much of the community does not have adequate services. Municipalities
invest to ensure that all citizens and businesses have access to advanced broadband services at
affordable prices and that no one is left out of participating in the digital economy.
Municipal facilitation can take the form of implementing broadband friendly policies and
ordinances to reduce the cost of implementation by the private sector, to investing and
implementing fiber for government applications and to key anchor institutions, to entering into
a public-private partnership to promote a ubiquitous Gigabit strategy, to a full-blown
implementation and operations of a municipally-owned Internet Service Provider.
Considerations that impact a local government’s broadband strategy and involvement include
the level or amount of municipal investment, examination of models and approaches
implemented by other communities, exploration of how networks are typically implemented,
constructed and operated, as well as exploration of public-private partnership models that are
emerging in the industry and possible financing strategies for implementation.

Summary of the Survey Results

Below is a summary of the residential survey results that were facilitated by the Town of
Windsor and the City of Greeley staff.
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643 residential surveys responses were received. The surveys were posted on the City of
Greeley’s and the Town of Windsor’s websites and social media sites. Although the survey was
filled out most likely from residences that care about Internet services, or potentially have an
issue with their current Internet services, the survey results strongly suggest the following:
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Reliability is the most important factor for the community, followed by speed and price.
The community wants to see more reliable, faster, and more abundant broadband
services. 81-82% of the respondents stated that the download and upload speeds are too
slow either sometimes, most of the time or always. Speeds vary throughout the day as
more users are on the Internet and there are times when respondents cannot get on the
Internet.
54% of the residential respondents telecommute, having either one or more people
working from home, providing insight into the broadband needs of homes within the
communities.
62% of the respondents were Comcast customers using cable modem service; followed
by 21% of the respondents using CenturyLink’s DSL services.
When asked to rank the local government’s role with respect to broadband access, 57%
of the respondents ranked “to build network for the public: homes, businesses and
government locations” as the primary role of government, with 16% stating the
government’s role should be to “partner with current providers” as the primary role.
66% of the respondents stated they would support a small monthly utility fee to pay for
broadband infrastructure build out.
The survey stated that the City of Longmont recently became Colorado’s first “Gig
City,” building a fiber network that provides residents with reasonably priced Gigabit
service to the home. The survey asked “Would you support the City of Greeley and the
Town of Windsor offering Gigabit service to the home.” 73% answered “Yes” and 19%
answered that more information would be needed. Only 8% replied “No.”
21% of the respondents said they would potentially move if adequate broadband was
not available and 5% said they would definitely move.

Although Comcast has stated that Gigabit speeds (1000 Megabit per second (Mbps)) are
available throughout Greeley and Windsor, of the respondents that indicated that they are
Comcast customers, none of the speed tests conducted were at Gigabit speeds. The highest
speed test result was 350 Mbps in download speeds. The average speed test results for Comcast
customers were 71.45 Mbps in download speeds and 8.99 Mbps in upload speeds.
The reasons for the discrepancy between Comcast’s speed test results and their stated available
speeds are varied. Either customers are signing up for a lower service speed through Comcast,
Comcast is not delivering Gigabit speeds, the devices do not support these high bandwidths,
Comcast’s network was constrained as more users were on the Internet, or Gigabit services are
not offered by Comcast in their neighborhoods. There is not an easy way to determine why
higher speeds were not achieved by the speed tests.
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The FCC definition for broadband is 25 Mbps in download speeds and 3 Mbps in upload
speeds. The average speed test for CenturyLink customers was 11.88 Mbps in download speeds
and 2.04 Mbps in upload speeds. None of the CenturyLink customers that participated in the
survey and speed test met the FCC’s definition of broadband service.
Most of the survey respondents also provided comments – All of the comments that were
received are included within the Appendix A of this report. Results of the survey are provided
within a separate document.
To summarize, most of the comments received were in support of the City of Greeley and the
Town of Windsor to invest in a ubiquitous Gigabit fiber initiative. There were a handful of
comments that discouraged the government from getting into the broadband business. Many of
the responses discussed concern over the existing services not being available, fast enough, or
providing the level of services that were subscribed. Many comments discussed the lack of
customer care or service available from the incumbent providers. Some responses discussed
how no broadband service is available within their neighborhoods and that Comcast does not
serve their home with cable TV or broadband service. A good portion of the comments
encouraged the City/Town to follow what the City of Longmont has done and what the Cities of
Boulder, Loveland and Fort Collins are considering.

Current Assessment, Existing Services and Gaps

Although the survey results provide a good summary of the current providers in the market, a
number of entities collect and map broadband availability by state in the U.S.
The FCC collects information from facilities-based Internet providers – providers that own their
own network facilities. Facilities-based providers include telephone companies, cable system
operators, wireless, satellite service providers and other facilities-based providers of advanced
telecommunications capability. All facilities-based providers are required to file data with the
FCC twice a year (Form 477) regarding where they offer Internet access service at speeds
exceeding 200 kbps in at least one direction. 2
Additionally, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA),
through the Broadband USA Mapping Tool, collects broadband datasets to be included in
NTIA’s National Broadband Map. This effort was started in 2009 and was kept updated
through June 30, 2014 and is no longer being updated. The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) sought funding for Fiscal Year 2016 to continue to maintain and update the
National Broadband Map, but this request was not granted.

FCC mapping data on Form 477 is reported on a census-block basis rather than based upon whether or not service is available at
a particular home, business or other location within the census-block.
2
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BroadbandNow is a website that summarizes datasets provided by NTIA, the FCC and other
sources regarding broadband availability, speeds, government spending and pricing
information.
The State of Colorado’s Office of Information Technology (OIT) compiles actual speed test
results from across the state and datasets are available for select cities and counties.
Additionally, NEO has gathered information across the state and the U.S. from meetings and
correspondence with the various service providers.

Windsor Market

The incumbent cable company in Windsor is Comcast, serving approximately 77% of Windsor;
12.1% of Windsor receive TDS cable services. The incumbent phone company is CenturyLink,
with 98.2% of the community having access to DSL services. Rise Broadband is a fixed wireless
provider in Windsor and satellite services are available through HughesNet and Viasat.
Business Internet providers include CenturyLink, Comcast, Rise Broadband, as well as MHO,
another fixed wireless provider in Windsor and Electric Lightwave, Birch Communications and
GTT Communications.
According to BroadbandNow, the average download speed in Windsor is 26.82 Mbps. Speed
test data is based upon 6,072 speed tests from IP verified users who took speeds test in Windsor
between April 2017 and March 2018. Windsor’s average download speed is 24.7% slower than
the average in Colorado and 17.5% slower than the national average.
12.6% of the Windsor homes have one or fewer wired Internet providers available to them. In
other words, these homes have only 1 choice or no options for Internet services.

Greeley Market

Residential providers in Greeley include Comcast, CenturyLink, Rise Broadband and
Windstream. Satellite providers are HughesNet and Exede Internet. Blue Lightning provides
fiber services to 1.1% of the residential community. Business Internet providers include all of
the providers listed in Windsor, as well as Level 3 Communications, NewCloud and MegaPath.
As in Windsor, 12.1% of the consumers in Greeley have access to one or fewer providers. Based
upon 26,262 speed tests from April 2017 to March 2018, the average download speed in Greeley
is 35.73 Mbps. This is 6.4% faster than the average in Colorado and 11.8% faster than the
national average.
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Current Speeds and Availability

Comcast states that it offers Gigabit broadband services within Greeley and Windsor, but
Gigabit services are not currently available ubiquitously throughout both communities. For this
study, Comcast has committed to providing coverage maps of their Gigabit service offerings.
According to the State of Colorado’s OIT broadband map, the following maps shows what
services are available throughout both communities. Areas shown in dark green have access to
up to 1 Gigabit of service.
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The maps are created by the State of Colorado’s OIT department based upon reports that are
submitted biannually by the service providers to the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC). The maps are notorious for being inaccurate because they are self-reported by the
various services providers and because the maps depict advertised speeds by census block.
Service providers may offer advertised speeds to one address within the census block; however,
not all addresses may be able to receive that level of service. This causes the reported services
to be inflated compared to what services are actually available at an address. Additionally, as
more households use the network at the same time, during peak times of internet use, the
network slows down because of network congestion. This network congestion occurs with
most non-fiber broadband technologies.
The maps also do not show which carrier offers what services but given that there are small
sections of both communities that show available Gigabit broadband service, it is clear that
Gigabit broadband is not available throughout all of either community.

Current Pricing and Service Offerings

Comcast and CenturyLink are the primary providers within Greeley and Windsor. Their
pricing and service offerings, along with the City of Longmont’s for comparison, is shown
below:

Residential Services

Xfinity, Comcast
CenturyLink
City of Longmont's NextLight
15 Mbps
$ 29.99 20 Mbps
$ 45.00 25 Mbps
$
60 Mbps
$ 39.99 80 Mbps
$ 55.00 1000 Mbps
$
150 Mbps
$ 54.99 140 Mbps
$ 65.00
250 Mbps
$ 69.99
Charter Members
$
400 Mbps
$ 84.99
2000 Mbps
$ 299.95

39.95
69.95
59.95
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Commercial Services

Xfinity, Comcast
CenturyLink
City of Longmont's NextLight
$
25 Mbps
$ 69.95 20 Mbps/2 Mbps
$ 65.00 25/5 Mbps

49.95

75 Mbps
150 Mbps

$ 99.95 50 Mbps/50 Mbps
$ 139.95 100 Mbps/100 Mbps

10.00
99.95

250 Mbps
1000 Mbps

$ 199.95 500 Mbps/500 Mbps
$ 389.00 Add Sym Upstream (50 Mbps)
$ 499.95 1000 Mbps/1000 Mbps $ 509.00 100/20 Mbps

$ 104.00 Add Sym Upstream (25 Mbps)
$ 164.00 50/10 Mbps

$
$

$ 30.00
$ 179.95

Add Sym Upstream (100 Mpbs)
Add BGP Routing
500/250 Mbps

$ 50.00
$ 100.00
$ 599.95

Add Sym Upstream (500 Mbps)
1000/500 Mbps

$ 150.00
$ 799.95

Add Sym Upstream (1000 Mbps)

$ 200.00

CenturyLink’s fiber services are not available everywhere. 3 For the City of Longmont’s pricing,
“Sym” is short for symmetrical, which means both download and upload speeds are the same
speed.
Plans to follow Longmont’s model are underway with the Cities of Boulder, Ft. Collins, Estes
Park and Loveland.

Existing Infrastructure Assets

The City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor have built fiber throughout their respective
communities and the private sector has also built fiber infrastructure within each community.

City of Greeley Fiber

In Greeley, the town’s traffic lights are connected with fiber that was implemented through the
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality grant from the North Front Range Metropolitan

CenturyLink terms: “Services and offers not available everywhere. Building locations that are not served with
CenturyLink fiber or not designated for inclusion in this offer are not eligible for Fiber+ Internet service. A
residential address is not eligible for Fiber+ Internet service, even if business is conducted at such residential
location. Offer, plans, and stated rates are subject to change and may vary by service area. CenturyLink may
modify or discontinue pricing at the conclusion of the service term for each service. Upgrades and additional Fiber
+ Internet services after the initial order(s) may be subject to then-current pricing and terms. If CenturyLink
determines after entering into the Agreement or after accepting an order form that a Customer location is not
eligible for service, CenturyLink has no obligation to provide service at that location.”

3
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Planning Organization (NFRMPO). The City installed 144-counts of fiber and is currently
using 12-16 fiber strands for the traffic network.

City of Greeley Fiber and Zayo’s Network

Zayo and the City of Greeley worked together to install an extensive fiber network throughout
the community by exchanging use of each other’s conduit. The City had installed and owns
approximately 17.6 miles of existing two-inch conduit. The City allowed use of this conduit by
Zayo in exchange of using approximately 14 miles of new 1.25” duct that Zayo installed.

Other Fiber Assets

ICG, Level 3 and Touch America have all deployed fiber throughout the City of Greeley. The
City of Greeley has an agreement to use some of the ICG fiber throughout the city. ICG is now
owned by Level 3 and Level 3 is currently being acquired by CenturyLink.
Weld County also owns fiber within the City of Greeley. Additionally, Comcast and
CenturyLink have fiber optic facilities within Greeley; however, maps of their network are not
publicly available.
Below is a map of the known fiber optic assets located within the City of Greeley.
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Town of Windsor, School District Fiber

In Windsor, the Town has connected several of its primary locations and the schools. The
Town’s Public Works facility, Town Hall, the Police Station, the Parks Maintenance Facility and
the Community Recreation Center are connected with this fiber network. The school network
includes fiber to Grandview Elementary, Windsor High School, Weld County school district
offices, Tozer Elementary, Skyview Elementary, Mountain Elementary and the Middle School.
The Town of Windsor also leases fiber through Dark Comm.
The map on the next page shows a high-level view of the network. After that, on the following
page is a zoomed-in picture of this network, showing the various locations described above and
their fiber connections.

Other Fiber Assets

In addition to the Town of Windsor and the school district’s fiber facilities, Zayo has installed
fiber within the Town and there is existing conduit within the Town that have mapped and
identified.
As noted above, Comcast and CenturyLink have fiber installed within the Town, but these
maps are not publicly available.
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Section 3 – “What”

The following section describes “what” to consider. This section discusses what levels of
investment may be required to upgrade the existing infrastructure to support a variety of
broadband, cellular backhaul, smart city and e-government applications. It provides a detailed
analysis of several levels of broadband infrastructure investment and what each level of
investment may cost. This section also discusses the considerations to implement a Gigabit
broadband strategy or connecting homes and businesses with fiber, the estimated capital costs
for doing so and what other municipalities have done or are considering doing for
implementation of a Gigabit broadband strategy. This section discusses several types of public
private partnership models and examples of other municipalities that have implemented them.

Best Practices and Levels of Investment

Municipalities are considering various approaches to prepare for future capacity and to
facilitate better broadband services for their communities. These approaches and various levels
of investment are discussed in detail below and examples of what other cities and local
governments are doing are provided within each consideration for investment.
In summary, here are the various levels of investment that are considered within this plan.
NEO and City/Town staff suggest that the City/Town go forward with options 1-3 below and
further evaluate the pros and cons of option 4 and 5.
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Levels of Investment

The first three recommendations will facilitate and lower the costs for broadband
implementation and lay the foundation for improving broadband infrastructure within both
communities, regardless of whether the City/Town decides to move forward with a Gigabit
broadband strategy to connecting homes and businesses, or not.
Connecting city government locations (water monitoring systems, public safety and other
government buildings), smart city applications (traffic lights and parking meters) and key
community anchor institutions (i.e. hospitals, schools, and universities) with fiber will greatly
enhance communications and broadband speeds for these locations, while dramatically
reducing communications costs. While these key facilities are being connected with fiber, both
communities will gain more fiber assets that can be leveraged for building out to
neighborhoods to connect homes and businesses with fiber. Implementing a shadow
conduit/dig once policy will allow the City/Town to facilitate further broadband development
by reducing the costs of broadband expansion, by levering existing public works or
construction by other entities.
All of these first three levels of investment will improve communications for applications that
will be needed regardless of whether or how the City/Town moves forward with a more
ubiquitous Gigabit broadband strategy. Additionally, these strategies will lower the overall
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cost of further expansion and will provide assets (conduit and fiber) for the City/Town to use as
leverage to potentially negotiate a public-private partnership for further expansion.
NEO and staff recommend that investigation into how to implement a ubiquitous Gigabit
broadband strategy for homes and businesses be further evaluated (item #4 and #5 above under
Levels of Investment.) This would include weighing the pros and cons of various publicprivate partnership models or providing broadband services directly to citizens and businesses
or working with the incumbent providers Comcast and CenturyLink to improve their
availability of Gigabit broadband services.
The companion report will provide the financial implications and considerations for
implementation of connecting homes and businesses with fiber. Financial models for publicprivate partnerships or for the City/Town to offer broadband services directly to citizens and
businesses will be provided.

1) Implement Broadband Friendly Policies and Ordinances and
Smart Conduit Construction to Gain Assets and Attract Partners

Often a municipality does not have the capital to invest in a comprehensive broadband
network, but it will have the ability to provide in-kind contributions, tax and other economic
incentives, use of existing assets, and to enact policies and ordinances that are broadbandfriendly. All of these strategies have the effect of lowering the cost for a private carrier to
deploy a fiber or wireless network within a community, with little to no investment directly
from the municipality.

Policies and Ordinances

Municipalities have the power to significantly reduce the capital costs of broadband
infrastructure deployment by implementing policies and ordinances that are broadbandfriendly. NEO has provided a white paper describing in detail these recommended policies to
the City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor staff. These recommendations include
implementation of a Dig Once Policy, Shadow Conduit Requirements, Joint Trench and Joint
Build Agreements, Abandoned Fiber and Conduit Policy, Land Use Policies for New
Developments, Streamlined Permitting Processes, and One-Touch Make Ready Requirements.
These policies can be implemented to facilitate investment from the private sector and can also
be used to gain substantial assets owned by the City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor that
can be leveraged for future broadband deployment.
Other municipal facilitation to encourage and support investment could include removing
roadblocks and creating efficiencies that a private company cannot achieve on its own.
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Use of Existing Assets. Existing assets can include tower facilities, water towers, land, rights of
way, existing conduit and existing fiber. Sixty to eighty percent of a fiber optic network’s
capital costs are in opening a trench or in burying conduit that will house fiber optic cable.
Using existing conduit therefore, substantially reduces the capital costs of network deployment.
If a municipality has existing conduit or fiber, these assets can be leveraged to entice further
deployment of investment by the private sector. New networks can and are built on the
foundation a community’s already existing fiber and/or conduit as well as available land.
Economic Incentives. Economic incentives as well as logistic assistance from a city can help
pave the way for more powerful broadband service. Most tax incentives are implemented at the
State-level, but the City could influence the State’s consideration of providing tax incentives in
the form of accelerated depreciation, reduced property taxes and reduced sales taxes.
Establishing broadband friendly policies and ordinances will cost the City of Greeley and the
Town of Windsor very little to implement, except potentially administrative and legal costs.
Sample policies and ordinances that have been adopted by other municipalities have been
provided to City/Town staff by NEO Connect.
These policies can be implemented to facilitate investment from the private sector and can also
be used to gain substantial assets owned by the City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor that
can be leveraged for future broadband deployment.

Smart Conduit Construction to Gain Assets and Attract Partners

Giving access to existing conduit owned by the City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor can be
leveraged to attract potential partners that may be willing to deploy an all-fiber network. The
City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor have a relatively small amount of conduit already
installed within the community; however, given the interest in new construction within each of
the communities, the City/Town should implement a shadow conduit policy that requires
installation of additional conduit whenever work is being done within the City’s right of way.
By creating and implementing a shadow conduit policy, the City will gain additional conduit
that can be used to leverage further investment.
This strategy could also be used as leverage if the municipality chooses to pursue a strategy to
work with the incumbent providers to offer ubiquitous Gigabit broadband services. The
municipality can gain conduit assets that may be used at a later time if the City/Town decides to
become an infrastructure provider for broadband services or if the City/Town decides to enter
into a public private partnership with one or many other internet service providers. Either way,
the costs for building new conduit and fiber would be greatly reduced and this could be used as
leverage with the incumbent providers. If the incumbent providers do not build out, or if net
neutrality rules are not followed, or for whatever reason the City/Town needs to pivot on
working with the incumbent providers, the City/Town could more easily do so with existing
assets that could be used for fiber construction.
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There are hundreds of examples of municipalities that are using smart conduit construction to
gain assets and attract potential partners. In Centennial, CO, the City began a fiber optic and
conduit initiative in 2008 as a public works effort connecting city buildings, traffic signals and
other public facilities. The City implemented a dig once policy that required additional conduit
be installed when work was being done in the right of way. To date, the City has installed
more than 60 miles of conduit and fiber optic infrastructure suitable for broadband deployment
while spending less than $600,000. This network is currently valued well over $6 Million. The
City recently engaged in a formal process to incent providers to deploy a Gigabit-enabled fiber
network to every home and business within the city limits. The City announced an agreement
with Ting, where Ting would be able to use existing conduit and fiber to roll out its Gigabit
services to the community.
As the community of Mesa, Arizona, began to grow, community leaders recognized that
telecommunications would be a key element to its success. Mesa was an early adopter of "dig
once" policy, placing conduit whenever streets were excavated for any other infrastructure
purpose. Mesa has also taken advantage of non-traditional existing infrastructure, planting
fiber in abandoned conduit that had been used for other utility purposes. This resulted in a
network of 150 - 200 miles of fiber throughout the community. The investment has paid off in a
number of ways over time and helped the city establish a broadband-friendly environment for
economic development, allowing private sector companies to use the existing conduit and fiber
to reduce their overall costs of infrastructure deployment.
Bozeman, MT invested in multi-duct conduits, making it possible for nonprofit Bozeman Fiber,
who leases the conduit, to reach more residences and businesses with service. Lincoln,
Nebraska invested $700,000 to install a conduit system in 2012. Since then, their conduit
network has grown to more than 300 miles and has served as a key component to attracting
multiple (six) private carrier providers who lease the conduit, helping to pay off the initial
investment.
Putting in shadow conduit when
work is being done in the right of
Financial Implication to the City of Greeley and
ways would cost the City the
the Town of Windsor:
$3.00 - $6.50 per foot vs. $30 - $35 per foot in cost. incremental costs of the conduit
(estimated at $1.50 - $3.50 per foot)
Resulting in $28.50 per foot in cost savings
plus the incremental cost for
construction (estimated at $1.50 –
3.00 per foot). Consequently, if the
City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor were to build conduit when trenches are not open, or
when work is not being done in the right of way, costs for conduit material and labor would be
approximately $30 - $35.00 per foot.
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Each community should set aside budget for implementation of a shadow conduit policy.
Typically, shadow conduit represents 1-2% of a road improvement’s total project budget.
Below is a map of the City of Greeley’s capital improvement projects.
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Projects that were for Road Capacity Projects, and “Other” Road Capacity Projects could be leveraged to install shadow conduit. If
the City of Greeley installed shadow conduit when work is being done in the right of way, the City would save over $1 Million in
broadband construction costs.
The following chart shows the cost of building fiber for a new build (Total of $1.386 Million) versus installing shadow conduit
($288,396) resulting in a savings of $1.098 Million.
NEO Connect
City of Greeley, Town of Windsor
Shadow Conduit Policy

Conduit/Fiber, New Build

Description

Quantity
27,070.00
FT
27,070.00
FT

$
$

Subtotal
8,378.94
19,368.83

0.46
382.39

27,070.00
54.00

FT
EA

$
$

6.50
47.06
955.98

27,070.00
54.00

FT
FT
EA

Engineering Capital Improvement Projects
Construction Management and As-Builts

$
$

Unit Rate
0.31
0.72

Materials
1.25" SDR 11 HDPE Duct
24"x36"x24" Polycrete Handhole with 1 Piece 20K Lid

$
$
$
$
$

Labor
Joint build construction
Bore and Place 2 - 1.25" SDR 11 HDPE Duct
Place 24"x36"x24" handhole with gravel and soil removal
Total

Shadow Conduit Build

Savings with
Shadow Conduit
Policy
$
$
-

Quantity
27,070.00
FT
27,070.00
FT

$
$

Subtotal
8,378.94
19,368.83

12,421.57
20,649.08

27,070.00
54.00

FT
EA

$
$

12,421.57
20,649.08

$
$

$
$ 1,274,007.09
$
51,622.70
$ 1,386,448.22

27,070.00
54.00

FT
FT
EA

$
$
$
$

175,955.00
51,622.70
288,396.12

$
$
$
$

175,955.00
(1,274,007.09)
(1,098,052.09)

Windsor also provided the capital improvement projects that are planned. Current projects for road improvement are crack repair,
sealing and overlay, which most likely refers to surface grind and asphalt overlay. None of these current projects are good
candidates for shadow conduit, as there is not an open trench.
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2) Connect City Government Facilities, Smart City Applications

Another level of investment may be for the City and Town to connect their other government
facilities, public safety locations and their smart city applications. Smart city applications may
include connecting traffic lights, traffic management, and smart journey planning. Smart
journey planning systems use open city data in order to recommend how individuals can best
navigate from one place to the next. The systems are becoming sophisticated enough to take
into consideration personal preferences such as cost, safety concerns and CO2 footprint, as well
as real-time traffic congestion and traffic patterns.
Other smart city applications may include connecting smart parking meters, automated meter
reading and utilities management. Street lights are often connected with fiber and applications
are emerging that allow active safety; increasing light levels in city centers when the light
system detects individuals or motion, at bus stops or along walkways.
Another top smart city application is environmental monitoring, where a city that uses
monitoring stations for pollution or weather conditions can now connect and use these systems
for real time data collection and can pinpoint potential sources of pollution or weather issues
and quickly react and efficiently deal with potential problems.
Other smart city applications are emerging around transport sharing, whether it is sharing bikes
or cars or rideshare. Smart cars and electric cars will be a key enabler for wider adoption of city
center car sharing, providing information to individuals about location and availability of
shared cars and up-to-date information of pick up times for rideshare applications.

City of Greeley Traffic Lights, Public Safety, and Smart Parking Locations

A design to connect the City of Greeley remaining traffic lights, public safety locations, smart
parking locations and the water metering or SCADA systems was conducted.

The City of Greeley has already connected most of their traffic lights. There are (3) traffic lights
that are not currently connected on the fiber network. These are located at the following
locations:
 71st Ave & 20th St,
 65th Ave & 20th St,
 Hwy 34 & 83rd Ave.
The City of Greeley would like fiber connectivity to downtown locations that may be potential
smart parking meter kiosks. These are located at 5th St on the north, 11th Ave on the west, 7th
Ave on east and 11th St on the south.
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The design also connects the City of Greeley public safety locations and City offices that are not
yet connected to fiber.
Here are the public safety locations for the City of Greeley.
Colorado State Patrol - District Three: Northeast Colorado/Troop 3A
Weld County Paramedics Service Station 1
Greeley Fire Department Station 1
Greeley Fire Department Station 3
Airlife Of Greeley
North Colorado Med Evac

10601 West 10th Street
1121 M Street
1420 2nd Street
150 35th Avenue
1801 16th Street
1801 16th Street

University Of Northern Colorado Police Department
Greeley-Weld County Regional Communications Center
Weld County Sheriffs Office District 1 / District 4
Weld County Jail
Greeley Fire Department Station 4
Platte Valley Youth Services Center
Greeley Fire Department Station 2
Greeley Police Department
Greeley Fire Department Station 5
Greeley Fire Department Station 7
Linn Grove Cemetery
Weld County Airport
Adult Parole Location - Greeley Office

1813 8th Avenue
1950 O Street
1950 O Street
2110 O Street
2191 1st Avenue
2200 O Street
2301 Reservoir Road
2875 10th Street
4701 West 24th Street
6623 West 10th Street
1700 Cedar Avenue
635 Airport Road
800 8TH Avenue Suite 140

Additionally, fiber connectivity is considered for the Weld County Airport (635 Airport Rd,
Greeley) and the Linn Grove Cemetery (1700 Cedar Ave, Greeley).
Further, NEO provided the cost estimates to connect the City of Greeley’s water metering
system or SCADA system. There are a few water meters that are located outside of the City
limits. These were not included in the design.
NEO’s team provided a high-level design with the use of the existing fiber that the City of
Greeley has access to, as well as a high-level design without the use of existing assets. The first
map on the following page shows the design of using existing assets. The second map shows
the design of a new build, or without the use of existing assets.
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Below is a further breakdown of these costs for each of the options listed above.
Greeley, Traffic Lights, Public Safety, Water Meters, Parking Meters - "Smart City" Applications
As a New Build

With the Use of Existing Fiber
Item #

UOM

Description

Unit Price

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
0000
0001

Linear Feet
Linear Feet

Engineering (DE,FE,Permit,GIS)
Construction Management (QC,Tracking)

$1.25
$2.00

TOTAL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION LABOR Total Linear Footage
Water Meters Inside City Limits
2001
2002
2003
2004

Linear Feet
Square Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

Linear Feet

Estimated
Extended Cost
Quantity
83,090
83,090

54,874
28,216

$
$

103,863
166,180

$

270,043

Estimated
Quantity
192,045
192,045

163,829
28,216

Extended Cost
$
$

240,056
384,090

$

624,146

Rock Adder (All types)
Cut and Restore Asphalt or Concrete
Install Tracer Tape
Directional Bore - 2" Conduit
Directional Bore - 2" Conduit - Dual
Water Meter Rts
Directional Bore - 2" Conduit/Crossing Streets & Driveways
Inside City Limits

$38.00
$25.00
$0.35
$15.00
$8.00

0
1,098
83,090
56,149

$
$
$
$
$

27,450
29,082
842,235
-

0
3,277
192,045
165,104
8,430

$
$
$
$
$

81,925
67,216
2,476,560
67,440

$15.00

2,100

$

31,500

2,100

$

31,500

Pull Fiber Through Conduit
Directed Buried
Water Meters - Inside City Limits

$1.00

56,149

$

56,149

173,534

$

173,534

$1.50

26,941

$

40,412

26,941

$

40,412

2007

Fiber Feet

2006

Fiber Feet

2008

Each

Vault

$300.00

112

$

33,600

330

$

99,000

3001
3002
3005

Each
Each
Each

Splice Closure Preparation
Single Fusion Fiber Splicing
Install Patch Panel & Prep Cables

$195.00
$39.00
$375.00

52
912
52

$
$
$

10,140
35,568
19,500

58
3,936
58

$
$
$

11,310
153,504
21,750

4001
4002
4004

Each
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

Core Building
Install Indoor Conduit
Pull Drop Fiber through existing or new conduit

$250.00
$5.25
$1.75

22
2,200
11,000

$
$
$

5,500
11,550
19,250

22
2,200
11,000

$
$
$

5,500
11,550
19,250

$

1,161,935

$

3,260,450

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION LABOR
MATERIALS
5000
5001

Linear Feet
Linear Feet

288 Count Fiber
144 Count Fiber

$2.14
$1.24

$
$

-

42,654
36,323

$
$

91,280
45,041

5002
5003

Linear Feet
Linear Feet

96 Count Fiber
48 Count Fiber

$0.90
$0.75

14,860

$
$

13,374
-

27,856
25,173

$
$

25,070
18,880

5004
5004

Linear Feet
Linear Feet

24 Count Fiber
24 Count Fiber - Water Meters Inside City Limits

$0.50
$0.50

43,144
29,380

$
$

21,572
14,690

48,435
29,380

$
$

24,218
14,690

5005

Linear Feet

12 Count Fiber Drop

$0.38

11,000

$

4,180

11,000

$
$

4,180
-

5041

Linear Feet

2" Conduit
Directional Bore - 2" Conduit/Crossing Streets & Driveways
Inside City Limits

$1.00

54,874

$

54,874

172,259

$

172,259

$1.00
$600.00

2,100
112

$
$

2,100
67,200

2,100
330

$
$

2,100
198,000

$0.18

83,090

$

14,956

192,045

FOSC 450 B Gel Enclosure
D Gel Trays
Splice Heat Shrink Sleeves

$265.00
$18.23
$0.30

52
912
52

$
$
$

13,780
16,621
16

58
3,936
58

$
$
$
$
$

34,568
15,370
71,734
17

Patch Panel
1" Indoor Conduit for Drop fiber

$675.00
$0.80

52
2,200

$
$

35,100
1,760

58
2,200

$
$

39,150
1,760

TOTAL MATERIALS

$

260,223

$

758,316

TOTAL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
TOTAL LABOR
TOTAL MATERIALS

$
$
$

270,043
1,161,935
260,223

$
$
$

624,146
3,260,450
758,316

TOTAL

$

1,692,201

$

4,642,912

5046

Each

5047

Linear Feet

5061
5067
5065

Each
Each
Each

5081
5083

Each
Linear Feet

Vault
#12 Locate wire

Notes

Freight
Sales Tax
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With the use of existing fiber, the total project capital costs are $1.692 Million. As a new build,
the projected capital costs are $4.643 Million. There are a few water meters that are located
outside of the City limits. To add on the meters outside of the City limits, the incremental costs
of $275,810 are shown below.
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GREELEY - Adding on the Water Meters outside of City Limits

Item #

UOM

Description

Unit Price

Estimated
Quantity

$0.35
$0.65

41,358
41,358

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
0000
0001

Linear Feet
Linear Feet

Engineering (DE,FE,Permit,GIS)
Construction Management (QC,Tracking)

TOTAL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION LABOR Water Meters Outside City Limits - Weld
Water Meters Outside City Limits - Larimer
2001
2002
2003
2004

Linear Feet
Square Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

Fiber Feet

$
$

14,475
26,883

$

41,358

Rock Adder (All types)
Cut and Restore Asphalt or Concrete
Install Tracer Tape
Directional Bore - 2" Conduit
Water Meter Rts
Directional Bore - 2" Conduit/Crossing Streets & Driveways
Inside City Limits

$38.00
$25.00
$0.35
$15.00

0
0
41,358
0

$
$
$
$

14,475
-

$15.00

4,700

$

70,500

Railroad Crossing - 2" Steel Conduit

$23.00

1,000

$

23,000

$1,000.00

2

$

2,000

$

-

Railroad Permits
2007

15,563
25,795

Extended
Cost

Pull Fiber Through Conduit
Directed Buried
Water Meters

$1.00

2006

Fiber Feet

$1.50

41,358

$

62,037

2008

Each

Vault

$300.00

3

$

900

3001
3002
3005

Each
Each
Each

Splice Closure Preparation
Single Fusion Fiber Splicing
Install Patch Panel & Prep Cables

$195.00
$39.00
$375.00

5
168
5

$
$
$

975
6,552
1,875

4001
4002
4004

Each
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

Core Building
Install Indoor Conduit
Pull Drop Fiber through existing or new conduit

$250.00
$5.25
$1.75

1
100
500

$
$
$

250
525
875

$

183,964

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

21,510
190

$

-

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION LABOR
MATERIALS
5000
5001
5002
5003
5004
5004
5005

Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

288 Count Fiber
144 Count Fiber
96 Count Fiber
48 Count Fiber
24 Count Fiber
24 Count Fiber - Water Meters
12 Count Fiber Drop

$2.14
$1.24
$0.90
$0.75
$0.50
$0.50
$0.38

5041

Linear Feet

2" Conduit
Directional Bore - 2" Conduit/Crossing Streets & Driveways
Inside City Limits
Railroad Crossing - 2" Steel Conduit
Vault
#12 Locate wire

$1.00
$1.00

4,700

$

4,700

$7.00
$600.00
$0.18

1,000
3
41,358

$
$
$

7,000
1,800
7,444

FOSC 450 B Gel Enclosure
D Gel Trays
Splice Heat Shrink Sleeves

$265.00
$18.23
$0.30

5
168
5

$
$
$

1,325
3,062
2

Patch Panel
1" Indoor Conduit for Drop fiber

$675.00
$0.80

5
100

$
$

3,375
80

5046
5047

Each
Linear Feet

5061
5067
5065

Each
Each
Each

5081
5083

Each
Linear Feet

43,020
500

Freight
Sales Tax

TOTAL MATERIALS

$

50,488

TOTAL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
TOTAL LABOR
TOTAL MATERIALS

$
$
$

41,358
183,964
50,488

TOTAL

$

275,810
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Town of Windsor Public Safety, SCADA, Government Offices and Smart
City Applications

The Town of Windsor would like their public safety locations and water SCADA systems to be
included in a fiber design. Here are the public safety locations:
Windsor Severence Fire & Rescue Station 1
Windsor Police Department
Windsor Severance Fire & Rescue Station 3

100 7th Street
200 North 11th Street
7790 Rea Parkway

A map of their SCADA locations was provided for the study. NEO’s team provided a highlevel design with the use of the existing fiber that the Town of Windsor has access to, as well as
a high-level design without the use of existing assets. The first map on the following page
shows the design of using existing assets. The second map shows the design of a new build, or
without the use of existing assets.
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WINDSOR - Public Safety, SCADA, Smart City
With the Use of Existing Fiber
Item #

UOM

Description

Unit Price

Estimated
Quantity

$1.90
$2.75

2,480
2,480

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
0000
0001

Linear Feet
Linear Feet

Engineering (DE,FE,Permit,GIS)
Construction Management (QC,Tracking)

TOTAL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION LABOR Total Linear Footage
2001
2002
2003
2004
2007
2008

Linear Feet
Square Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Fiber Feet
Each

3001
3002
3005

Each
Each
Each

4001
4002
4003
4004

Each
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

2,480

As a New Build

Extended Cost
$
$

4,712
6,820

$

11,532

Estimated
Quantity
32,400
32,400

32,400

Extended Cost
$
$

61,560
89,100

$

150,660

Rock Adder (All types)
Cut and Restore Asphalt or Concrete
Install Tracer Tape
Directional Bore - 2" Conduit
Pull Fiber Through Conduit
Vault

$38.00
$25.00
$0.35
$15.00
$1.00
$300.00

0
50
2,480
2,480
2,480
5

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,240
868
37,200
2,480
1,500

0
648
32,400
32,400
32,400
65

$
$
$
$
$
$

16,200
11,340
486,000
32,400
19,500

Splice Closure Preparation
Single Fusion Fiber Splicing
Install Patch Panel & Prep Cables

$195.00
$39.00
$375.00

14
384
14

$
$
$

2,730
14,976
5,250

20
528
20

$
$
$

3,900
20,592
7,500

Core Building
Install Indoor Conduit
Rod and Rope existing conduit
Pull Drop Fiber through existing or new conduit

$250.00
$5.25
$1.95
$1.75

4
400

$
$
$
$

1,000
2,100
3,500

4
400

$
$

1,000
2,100

2,000

$

3,500

$

72,844

$

604,032

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,300
-

6,480
17,850
1,500
32,400
39,000
5,832
5,300
9,623
6

2,000

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION LABOR
MATERIALS
5000
5001
5002
5003
5004
5005

Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

288 Count Fiber
144 Count Fiber
96 Count Fiber
48 Count Fiber
24 Count Fiber
12 Count Fiber Drop

$2.14
$1.24
$0.90
$0.75
$0.50
$0.38

5041
5046
5047

Linear Feet
Each
Linear Feet

2" Conduit
Vault
#12 Locate wire

$1.00
$600.00
$0.18

2,480
5
2,480

$
$
$

2,480
3,000
446

32,400
65
32,400

5061
5067
5065

Each
Each
Each

FOSC 450 B Gel Enclosure
D Gel Trays
Splice Heat Shrink Sleeves

$265.00
$18.23
$0.30

14
384
14

$
$
$

3,710
6,998
4

20
528
20

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5081
5083

Each
Linear Feet

Patch Panel
1" Indoor Conduit for Drop fiber

$675.00
$0.80

14
400

$
$

9,450
320

20
400

$
$

13,500
320

TOTAL MATERIALS

$

27,709

$

131,811

TOTAL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
TOTAL LABOR
TOTAL MATERIALS

$
$
$

11,532
72,844
27,709

$
$
$

150,660
604,032
131,811

2,600

7,200
23,800
3,000

Notes

Freight
Sales Tax

TOTAL

$

112,085

$

886,503
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3) Connecting other Key Community Anchor Institutions

Local governments and state agencies have been connecting their community anchor
institutions with fiber optic networks for over twenty years. Community anchor institutions are
state, county and local government offices and buildings, schools and libraries, hospitals,
medical facilities and first responders. In fact, in the U.S., thousands of schools, libraries,
community centers, and public health and safety providers obtain their broadband connectivity
from local government and state non-profit networks, including state research and education
networks.
Connecting these anchor institutions with fiber allows each location to receive very high-speed
Internet and data connectivity while eliminating or drastically reducing the monthly lease or
access costs paid to the private sector service providers. Anchor institutions often cannot afford
to purchase high-capacity circuits from the private sector service providers and therefore,
simply cap their bandwidth purchased. Capping their bandwidth requires the anchor
institutions to choose which applications to deploy and limits their ability to use applications
that require high bandwidth. Building a municipally-owned fiber network to anchor
institutions allows these critical key facilities to have the bandwidth they need to support all of
their applications and once these networks are in place, additional bandwidth needs can easily
be met without additional capital cost for construction.
The municipalities could consider connecting their community anchor institutions with fiber to
ensure that they have the highest-quality broadband connectivity. This could be done in
collaboration with the other agencies to share in the cost of construction. Then, once these
networks are built, the City/Town could also consider leasing excess capacity of conduit or of
fiber to the private sector for last mile build out and use. Once a network is built that serves
schools, government offices, fire districts and the like, generally, this network reaches deep into
neighborhoods and past business parks. These networks can then serve as an opportunity to
allow the private sector to lease excess capacity and in turn serve homes and businesses with
high-speed fiber. This trend is fast accelerating as hundreds of municipalities make available
spare fiber optic capacity to private sector companies at rates designed to incentivize new
private sector investment and opportunity.
Region 10 is a non-profit organization based in Montrose. Region 10 consists of six counties in
western Colorado (Delta, Montrose, Hinsdale, San Miquel, Ouray and Gunnison) and the
municipalities located within these counties. Region 10 received grant funding for broadband
implementation from the Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) to build a network connecting
the communities within their region with fiber as well as their key community anchor
institutions. The project has pulled in several partnerships with electric cooperatives and
companies that have existing fiber in place, as well as partnerships with many of the local
Internet Service Providers for collaboration. Once completed, the network will support 1 Gbps
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and 10 Gbps connectivity between all points on the network, providing abundant, reliable and
affordable Internet and data services throughout the region.
Delta Montrose Electric Cooperative, one of Region 10’s partners, will also be deploying Fiber to
the Premise to connect homes and businesses in Delta and Montrose Counties, offering Gigabit
services for $50 - $70 per month for homes and $500 per month for businesses.
Here are the other key anchor institutions for the City of Greeley.
Anchor Name
Lincoln Park Library
Farr Regional Library
Centennial Park Library
High Plains Library District - Administration
North Range Behavioral Health - Monfort Children's Clinic
Sunrise Clinic - Family Dental
Sunrise Clinic - Adelante Clinic
NRBH - Crisis Stabilization Services Program
NRBH - BASIC
Sunrise Clinic - North Range Clinic (hosted at North Range Behavioral
Health)
North Range Behavioral Health - Adult Rec. Prog./Assertive Comm.
Treatment
NRBH - Acute Treatment Unit
NRBH-Frontier House
Weld County Prenatal Clinic (CDPHE)
Weld County Department of Public Health & Environment
Sunrise Clinic - Weld County Prenatal Clinic (hosted at Weld County
Health Dept)
North Colorado Rural Family Medicine
Centennial Health Care Center
Fairacres Manor Inc.
North Colorado Medical Center (Banner)
Grace Pointe Continuing Care Sr Campus Skilled Nursing
NRBH - Kathleen Paointer Littler Center
Life Care Center Of Greeley
NRBH - Adult Recovery Program (SPOT)
NRBH - Assertive Community Treatment (TOPS Day Reporting Center)
University Colorado Health Center
Good Samaritan Society -Bonell Community
Kenton Manor
North Range Behavorial Health - CRT

Street Address
1012 11th Street Suite B
1939 61st Avenue
2227 23rd Avenue
2650 West 29TH Street
100 North 11th Avenue
1006 A Street
1010 A Street
1140 M Street
1260 H Street
1300 North 17th Avenue
1306 11th Avenue
1309 10th Avenue
1407 8th Avenue
1551 North 17th Avenue
1555 North 17th Avenue
1555 North 17th Avenue
1600 23rd Avenue
1637 29th Avenue Place
1700 18th Avenue
1801 16th Street
1919 68th Avenue
2350 West 3rd Street Road
4800 West 25th Street
510 13th Avenue #6
515 13th Avenue
6767 29th St
708 22nd Street
850 27th Avenue
928 12th Street
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Colorado Department of Transporation - Region 4
Employment Services of Weld County - Greeley
Colorado Department of Agriculture - State Conservation Board Northeast Region
Producers Livestock Marketing Auditorium
Weld County

10601 West 10th Street
315 North 11th Avenue Building B

University Of Northern Colorado
CSU Extension - Weld County
Aims Community College

501 20th Street
525 North 15th Avenue
5401 West 20th Street

4302 West 9th Street Road
711 O Street
915 10th Street

The schools in Greeley are not yet connected to fiber. Here is a list of the Greeley schools:
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Northridge High School
Greeley 6
Engage Online Academy
ABC East
Salida del Sol Academy
Greeley-Evans Alternative Program
Maplewood Elementary School
JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL
Bella Romero Academy of Applied Technology - 4-8 Campus
Jefferson Junior High School
ABC Central
Greeley Central High School
Union Colony Preparatory School
Jackson Elementary School
Monfort Elementary School
Monfort BSAC
Meeker Elementary School
Heath Middle School
Saint Mary's Catholic School
Greeley West High School
Frontier Academy K-5 Charter School
Brentwood Middle School
Centennial BOCES High School - Greeley Campus
Scott Elementary School
Scott BSAC
Scott Preschool at Scott Elementary
TRINITY LUTHERAN SCHOOL
Winograd K-8 Elementary School
Martinez Elementary School
DAYSPRING CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
Shawsheen Elementary School
Shawsheen BSAC
#1 Child Enrichment Center
Madison Elementary School
ABC's Bright School-Age Centers - Main Office
Early Childhood Preschool Aims Campus
Early College Academy
McAuliffe STEM Academy
McAuliffe BSAC
Bella Romero Academy of Applied Technology - K-3 Campus
West Ridge Academy Charter School
University Schools
Frontier Academy 6-12 Charter School
Franklin Middle School
Shepherd of the Hills Lutheran School

100 71st Avenue
1025 9th Avenue
1025 9th Avenue 4th Floor
1028 5TH Avenue
111 East 26th Street
1113 10th Avenue
1201 21st Avenue
1315 4th Avenue
1400 East 20th Street
1424 13th Avenue
1511 12TH Avenue
1515 14th Avenue
2000 Clubhouse Drive
2002 25th Street
2101 47th Avenue
2101 47th Avenue
2221 28th Avenue
2223 16th Street
2351 22nd Avenue
2401 35th Avenue
2560 West 29th Street
2600 24th Avenue Court
2863 35th Avenue
3000 13th Street
3000 13th Street
3000 13th Street
3000 35TH Avenue
320 North 71st Avenue
341 14th Avenue
3734 West 20th Street
4020 West 7th Street
4020 West 7th Street
4601 West 9TH Street
500 24th Avenue
5000 11th Street
5401 West 20th Street
5590 West 11th Street
600 51st Avenue
600 51st Avenue
614 East 20th Street
6200 West 20th Street
6525 West 18th Street
6530 West 16th Street
818 35th Avenue
950 43rd Avenue

School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12
School - K through 12

NEO’s team provided a high-level design with the use of the existing fiber that the City of
Greeley has access to, as well as a high-level design without the use of existing assets. The first
map on the following page shows the design of using existing assets. The second map shows
the design of a new build, or without the use of existing assets.
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The projected capital costs for adding the additional key anchor institutions identified above is
shown below. With the use of existing fiber, the total project capital costs are $1.7 Million. As a
new build, the projected capital costs are $3.84 Million. Adding on the other key anchor
institutions, the following incremental costs apply:
GREELEY - Adding on All Other Anchor Institutions
As a New Build

With the Use of Existing Fiber
Item #

UOM

Description

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
0000
0001

Linear Feet
Linear Feet

Engineering (DE,FE,Permit,GIS)
Construction Management (QC,Tracking)

Estimated
Unit Price
Quantity
$1.90
$2.75

TOTAL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION LABOR Total Linear Footage
2001
2002
2003
2004
2007
2008

Linear Feet
Square Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Fiber Feet
Each

3001
3002
3005

Each
Each
Each

4001
4002
4004

Each
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

49,502
49,502

49,502

Extended Cost
$
$

94,054
136,131

$

230,184

Estimated
Quantity
101,731
101,731

101,731

Extended Cost
$
$

193,289
279,760

$

473,049

Rock Adder (All types)
Cut and Restore Asphalt or Concrete
Install Tracer Tape
Directional Bore - 2" Conduit
Pull Fiber Through Conduit
Vault

$38.00
$25.00
$0.35
$15.00
$1.00
$300.00

0
991
49,502
49,502
49,502
100

$
$
$
$
$
$

24,775
17,326
742,530
49,502
30,000

0
2,035
101,731
101,731
101,731
204

$
$
$
$
$
$

50,875
35,606
1,525,965
101,731
61,200

Splice Closure Preparation
Single Fusion Fiber Splicing
Install Patch Panel & Prep Cables

$195.00
$39.00
$375.00

159
2,088
159

$
$
$

31,005
81,432
59,625

163
2,472
163

$
$
$

31,785
96,408
61,125

Core Building
Install Indoor Conduit
Pull Drop Fiber through existing or new conduit

$250.00
$5.25
$1.75

79
7,900
39,500

$
$
$

19,750
41,475
69,125

79
7,900
39,500

$
$
$

19,750
41,475
69,125

$

1,166,545

$

2,095,045

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION LABOR
MATERIALS
5000
5001

Linear Feet
Linear Feet

288 Count Fiber
144 Count Fiber

$2.14
$1.24

$
$

-

$
$

-

5002
5003
5004

Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

96 Count Fiber
48 Count Fiber
24 Count Fiber

$0.90
$0.75
$0.50

48,900

$
$
$

24,450

1,363
13,408
86,960

$
$
$

1,227
10,056
43,480

5005

Linear Feet

12 Count Fiber Drop

$0.38

39,500

$

15,010

39,500

$

49,502

101,731

$
$
$

15,010
101,731

5041

Linear Feet

2" Conduit

$1.00

49,502

5046
5047

Each
Linear Feet

Vault
#12 Locate wire

$600.00
$0.18

100
49,502

$
$

60,000
8,910

204
101,731

$
$
$

122,400
18,312
-

5061
5067
5065

Each
Each
Each

FOSC 450 B Gel Enclosure
D Gel Trays
Splice Heat Shrink Sleeves

$265.00
$18.23
$0.30

$
$
$

42,135
38,054
48

163

2,088
159

159

2,472
163

$
$
$

43,195
45,052
49

5081
5083

Each
Linear Feet

Patch Panel
1" Indoor Conduit for Drop fiber

$675.00
$0.80

159
7,900

$
$

107,325
6,320

163
7,900

$
$

110,025
6,320

TOTAL MATERIALS

$

351,754

$

516,856

TOTAL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
TOTAL LABOR
TOTAL MATERIALS

$
$
$

230,184
1,166,545
351,754

$
$
$

473,049
2,095,045
516,856

$

1,748,483

$

3,084,950

Notes

Freight
Sales Tax

TOTAL
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Here are the other key anchor institutions for the Town of Windsor:
Clearview Library District (Windsor-Severance)
Windsor Health Care Center
Aims Community College - Windsor Campus

720 Third Street
710 3rd Street
1120 Southgate Drive

NEO’s team provided a high-level design with the use of the existing fiber that the Town of
Windsor has access to, as well as a high-level design without the use of existing assets. The first
map on the following page shows the design of using existing assets. The second map shows
the design of a new build, or without the use of existing assets.
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The projected capital costs for the Town of Windsor’s additional anchor institution build is
shown below. With the use of existing fiber, the total project capital costs are $148,031. As a
new build, the projected capital costs are $860,356.

WINDSOR - Incremental Costs for Build to all Other Anchor Institutions
As a New Build

With the Use of Existing Fiber
Item #

UOM

Description

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
0000
0001

Linear Feet
Linear Feet

Engineering (DE,FE,Permit,GIS)
Construction Management (QC,Tracking)

Estimated
Unit Price
Extended Cost
Quantity
$
$

1.90
2.75

TOTAL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION LABOR Total Linear Footage
2001
2002
2003
2004
2007
2008

Linear Feet
Square Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Fiber Feet
Each

3001
3002
3005

Each
Each
Each

4001
4002
4004

Each
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

2,400
2,400

2,400

$
$

4,560
6,600

$

11,160.00

Estimated
Quantity
30,100
30,100

30,100

Extended
Cost
$
$

57,190
82,775

$

139,965.00

Rock Adder (All types)
Cut and Restore Asphalt or Concrete
Install Tracer Tape
Directional Bore - 2" Conduit
Pull Fiber Through Conduit
Vault

$
$
$
$
$
$

38.00
25.00
0.35
15.00
1.00
300.00

0
48
2,400
2,400
2,400
5

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,200
840
36,000
2,400
1,500

0
602
30,100
30,100
30,100
61

$
$
$
$
$
$

15,050
10,535
451,500
30,100
18,300

Splice Closure Preparation
Single Fusion Fiber Splicing
Install Patch Panel & Prep Cables

$
$
$

195.00
39.00
375.00

28
360
28

$
$
$

5,460
14,040
10,500

28
648
28

$
$
$

5,460
25,272
10,500

Core Building
Install Indoor Conduit
Pull Drop Fiber through existing or new conduit

$
$
$

250.00
5.25
1.75

13
1,300
6,500

$
$
$

3,250
6,825
11,375

13
1,300
6,500

$
$
$

3,250
6,825
11,375

$

93,390

$

588,167

$
$
$

-

2,200

$
$
$

2,728
-

$
$
$

18,200
-

$
$

30,100
36,600
5,418
7,420
11,810
8

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION LABOR
MATERIALS
5000
5001
5002

Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

288 Count Fiber
144 Count Fiber
96 Count Fiber

$
$
$

2.14
1.24
0.90

5003
5004
5005

Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet

48 Count Fiber
24 Count Fiber
12 Count Fiber Drop

$
$
$

0.75
0.50
0.38

2,500
6,500

$
$
$

1,250
2,470

36,400

5041

Linear Feet

2" Conduit

$

1.00

2,400

$

2,400

30,100

5046
5047

Each
Linear Feet

Vault
#12 Locate wire

$
$

600.00
0.18

5
2,400

$
$

3,000
432

61
30,100

5061
5067
5065

Each
Each
Each

FOSC 450 B Gel Enclosure
D Gel Trays
Splice Heat Shrink Sleeves

$
$
$

265.00
18.23
0.30

28
360
28

$
$
$

7,420
6,561
8

28
648
28

$
$
$
$
$
$

5081
5083

Each
Linear Feet

Patch Panel
1" Indoor Conduit for Drop fiber

$
$

675.00
0.80

28
1,300

$
$

18,900
1,040

28
1,300

$
$

18,900
1,040

TOTAL MATERIALS

$

43,481

$

132,224

TOTAL ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
TOTAL LABOR
TOTAL MATERIALS

$
$
$

11,160
93,390
43,481

Notes

Freight
Sales Tax

TOTAL

$ 148,031

$ 139,965
$ 588,167
$ 132,224

$ 860,356
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As a reminder, here are the various levels of investment being considered.

The capital costs for implementing #4, Connecting homes and businesses with fiber are now
discussed.

4) Connect Homes and Businesses with Fiber through a PublicPrivate Partnership or through offering Broadband as a Service

A community anchor institution network could be expanded to also connect key business
locations, industrial parks, incubators or co-working spaces. This enables a community to
target key industries and geographies for economic advancement. Having access to very highspeed Internet is the number one criteria for a business looking to relocate. The City/Town
could place various business locations on a priority list for fiber connectivity and connect these
locations while building to key anchor institutions.
Below are the capital cost projections for building fiber to the City/Town’s businesses. The
estimate below assumes 30% of the businesses will take a service from the network.
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Greeley - FTTP
Construction Costs
Fiber to the Premise
Ring
InterConnect between
Windsor and Greeley
FTTP Distribution

Service Entrances
Residential - 4 Fiber Drop
MDU - 12 Fiber Drop
Business
4 Fiber Drops
12 Fiber Drop
Other - 4 Fiber Drop
Outside Plant Total
Final Design and Engineering
Total With Engineering

Cost per Mile
Labor
Material

Extended Cost
Labor
Material

Total

Rt Miles
15.1

$

120,718 $

24,176 $

1,822,842 $

365,058 $

2,187,899.4

5.7
510

$
$

120,718 $
120,718 $

24,176 $
688,093 $
24,176 $ 61,566,180 $

137,803 $
12,329,760 $

825,895.8
73,895,940

0
0

$
$

735.00 $
2,036.00 $

138.00 $
237.00 $

1020
113
0

$
$
$

735.00 $
2,036.00 $
735.00 $

138.00 $
237.00 $
138.00 $

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

749,700 $
230,068 $
$

140,760 $
26,781 $
$

890,460
256,849
-

$ 65,056,882 $

13,000,162 $
$
$

78,057,044
11,708,557
89,765,601

The above costs do not include costs for equipment. With equipment, the following capital
costs would apply to build to all of the businesses with a 30% take rate percentage.

Summary, Greeley Fiber to the Business Capital Costs
Total
Total
Construction
Equipment
Take Rate
Total Capital
Costs
Costs
Percentages
Costs
30%
$ 89,765,601 $ 6,078,049 $ 95,843,650
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Windsor - FTTP
Construction Costs
Fiber to the Premise
Ring
InterConnect
FTTP Distribution
Service Entrances
Residential - 4 Fiber Drop
MDU - 12 Fiber Drop
Business
4 Fiber Drops
12 Fiber Drop
Other - 4 Fiber Drop
Project Total
Engineering
Total With Engineering

Rt Miles
11.7 $
5.7 $
214.1 $

Cost per Mile
Labor
Material

Extended Cost
Labor
Material

Total

120,718 $
120,718 $
120,718 $

24,176 $
24,176 $
24,176 $

1,412,401 $
688,093 $
25,845,724 $

282,859 $
137,803 $
5,176,082 $

0 $
0 $

735.00 $
2,036.00 $

138.00 $
237.00 $

-

-

170 $
19 $
0 $

735.00 $
2,036.00 $
735.00 $

138.00 $
237.00 $
138.00 $

124,950 $
38,684 $
$

23,460 $
4,503 $
$

148,410
43,187
-

$

28,109,851 $

5,624,707 $
$
$

33,734,559
5,060,184
38,794,742

$
$

1,695,260
825,896
31,021,806

$
$

-

The above costs do not include costs for equipment. With equipment, the following capital
costs would apply to build to all of the businesses with a 30% take rate percentage.

Summary, Windsor Fiber to the Business Capital Costs
Total
Total
Construction
Equipment
Take Rate
Total Capital
Costs
Costs
Percentages
Costs
30%
$ 38,794,742 $ 2,133,346 $ 40,928,088

The most ambitious strategy for a municipality to consider is the opportunity to connect all
homes and businesses with fiber. More challenging geographies are sometimes forced to utilize
wireless technologies to deliver service with a hybrid fiber/wireless network. Cities are building
or facilitating Fiber to the Premise networks or “Gigabit-enabled” networks, allowing for
Internet speeds of 1,000 Mbps or 1 Gbps in both upload and download speeds for all homes and
businesses within a city’s boundary.
There are a number of models to finance, design, construct and operate a Fiber to the Premise
network. One of the models in the industry is when the municipality designs, builds, owns and
operates a network and becomes the Internet Service Provider to homes and businesses. This
model is often referred to as a Retail Model and is discussed in detail below. Another model is
one in which the municipality builds and owns the fiber network and Internet services are
provided directly by the private sector. This has often been referred to as a Wholesale Model,
and again, is discussed in detail below.
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Fiber to the Premise, Retail Model
In this model, the municipality and/or municipal utility designs, builds, owns and operates the
network, and essentially becomes the Internet Service Provider. An increasingly prevalent case
for investing in building municipal broadband is being made by advocates defining the Internet
as a “utility” and thus a necessity for the public sector to provide when otherwise unavailable.
Most municipalities that have deployed a retail, Fiber to the Premise strategy have been
providing electric services to their constituents. Municipal electric utilities have an easier
implementation path because they already have the access to utility poles and other
infrastructure, billing processes in place, customer service centers operational, and business
relationships with each and every homeowner and business.
The City of Longmont’s model has been discussed earlier in this report. Longmont has
deployed a Gigabit fiber network and is offering Internet and voice services directly to homes
and businesses. The City of Longmont’s project is nationally known as a model of success.
Dubbed “NextLight,” this Gigabit fiber network is owned and operated by the City and its
power utility, Longmont Power & Communications (LPC). Longmont opted out of Colorado’s
SB 152 law in November of 2011 with 60% of the vote. Two years later, Longmont voters
approved a $40.3 million bond issuance to cover the startup costs and network build.
Longmont followed Google Fiber’s marketing strategy by launching a pre-build sign-up
campaign. The neighborhood with the most market share or “take rate” would be the first area
where Longmont would build. The first neighborhood received a 72% take rate prior to
construction. Longmont’s 38,000 homes and businesses now have symmetrical Gigabit service
for $50 per month for those who signed up early. The $50 per month is guaranteed for the
lifetime of the home as well as the owner/tenant of the home if he/she moves within the City
limits. Longmont’s business service includes symmetrical 100 Mbps for $230 per month and
symmetrical 250 Mbps service for $500 per month.
Longmont is experiencing an average take rate percentage of 56%. The initial feasibility study
conducted in 2013 predicted a 27% take rate. Late in 2016, the City voted to increase LPC’s
budget by $7 million, sourced from the Electric and Broadband Utility Fund balance, to hire
staff needed to support take rates twice as high as initially predicted.
Meanwhile NextLight is helping businesses and fostering growth by providing connectivity
that’s enabling the community to successfully compete with its neighbor to the south, Boulder.
Local businesses that were looking to expand outside the city elected to stay and grow in
Longmont thanks to the Gigabit network. The network is also attracting regional work-fromhome Coloradans looking for an ideal place to work and raise their family.
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Fiber to the Premise – Wholesale Model or Public Private Partnership, Shared Capital Costs
and Shared Revenue
Municipalities can take several approaches with the wholesale model, owning the fiber only or
owning the fiber and the equipment it takes for it to run or be “lit.” Fiber optic cable that does
not have equipment on the ends of it is referred to as “dark” fiber. Fiber optic cable that has
equipment in place is referred to as “lit” fiber.
Whether the municipality provides dark or lit fiber, the wholesale model assumes at least one
and possibly multiple service providers are available to provide Internet services. The
municipality owns the network, and in some cases, the equipment to light the network, and the
service provider(s) pay a lease fee to the municipality in the form of a monthly payment or in
the form of a revenue share, a percentage of the gross revenues generated by service fees on the
network.
This ownership by a municipality, run by a private entity approach is nothing new; it has been
prevalent for decades with toll roads that are managed privately. What is a new and emerging
trend, is communities funding a network and turning it over to a traditional carrier to manage
and operate the network.
As part of the Northwest Colorado Regional Broadband Strategic Plan effort, Rio Blanco County
identified that broadband service in the County was inadequate to sustain 21st century economic
development. Rio Blanco County is deploying a wholesale Fiber to the Premise model. In 2014,
Rio Blanco County voted to opt out of SB 152 and reclaimed their local telecommunications
authority. Shortly after opting out, Rio Blanco received grant funding with the Colorado
Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) to build out the network. The County and some of the
local community anchor institutions are providing the match funding required by the grant.
The County is building fiber infrastructure to the block in Rangely and Meeker and service
providers will finish the build-out to each home or business. In the more rural parts of the
county, subscribers will be served by wireless infrastructure and technologies.
Subscribers have the option to choose between two providers which are offering services on Rio
Blanco’s network. Local Access Internet (LAI) and Cimarron Telecommunications are offering
symmetrical Gigabit Internet access (1,000 Mbps or 1 Gbps) for $70 per month.
In addition to the retail and wholesale Fiber to the Premise models, there are a number of
emerging public-private partnership models that are just being introduced in the industry. A
description of typical funding mechanisms for municipalities will be discussed below as well as
a description of the emerging public-private partnership models.

Fiber-to-the-Premise Capital Cost Estimates

NEO’s team put together preliminary design and projected capital cost estimates for building a
fiber-to-the-premise network that is capable of handling symmetrical Gigabit broadband
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speeds. Our team separated both communities into sections of approximately 1,000 units each.
We assumed there would be a primary network operation center that would house the
equipment to “light up” the fiber in each community. Secondary network operation centers
would potentially be added for redundancy after each community reached a critical mass of
customers.
Most Fiber-to-the-Premise network use a Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON) architecture
with active connections to large businesses, mission critical or government locations. Active or
passive simply refers to powered electronics in the field. In other words, with a passive
architecture, there are no electronics located between the network operations center and the
home.
Capital costs will increase when the market share or take rate percentage increases. Below are
the projected capital costs with various take rate percentages.

Summary, Windsor Fiber to the Premise Capital Costs
Take Rate
Percentages
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%

Total
Construction
Costs
$ 39,685,019
$ 40,797,243
$ 41,906,853
$ 43,016,463
$ 44,129,690
$ 45,238,296

Total
Equipment
Costs
$ 2,336,684
$ 2,579,875
$ 2,846,086
$ 3,093,389
$ 3,357,522
$ 3,711,603

Total Capital
Costs
$ 42,021,704
$ 43,377,118
$ 44,752,939
$ 46,109,851
$ 47,487,212
$ 48,949,899
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Summary, Greeley Fiber to the Premise Capital Costs
Take Rate
Percentages
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%

Total
Construction
Costs
$ 91,877,838
$ 95,308,477
$ 98,737,505
$ 102,168,144
$ 105,603,404
$ 109,034,043

Total
Equipment
Costs
$ 7,438,297
$ 9,475,631
$ 11,803,153
$ 14,006,794
$ 16,097,703
$ 18,535,591

Total Capital
Costs
$ 99,316,135
$ 104,784,107
$ 110,540,658
$ 116,174,938
$ 121,701,107
$ 127,569,634

Preliminary Financial Results, What Works and
Best Practices

Most Fiber to the Premise model have the following attributes and benefits to the community.
• Google-like FTTP symmetrical gigabit services
• $60 to $100 pricing for residential customers and
• $500 to $750 pricing for business customers are being offered in cities and towns across
the country and not just by Google.
• Options to enter into Public-Private Partnerships, variety of models
• Models are driven mostly to mitigate debt coverage risk – driven by take rate – driven
by pricing
• City involvement, capital and ownership is negotiable
NEO’s team ran initial financial models to determine what would be financially feasible. If
pricing was implemented using the range of pricing shown above, the financial model will be
financially feasible with the following attributes.
•

•
•
•

Take rate percentage
– 30% within 3 years for the City of Greeley
– 35% within 3 years for the Town of Windsor
Utility Fee of $5 - $7 per Customer
Residential revenue of $50 - $80 per month for shared Gigabit services
Similar business revenue as Longmont’s NextLight project

Detailed financial models will be discussed in the companion report. Initial findings provide
results that are feasible and can be financed.
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5) Work with Existing Providers to Improve Broadband Services –
Comcast and CenturyLink

One strategy that could be pursued is to work with the existing incumbent providers to expand
their services ubiquitously throughout both communities. During meetings with stakeholders,
many residents indicated that Comcast cable and Comcast internet services were not available
at their address, especially in the Town of Windsor. Pursuant to Comcast’s Franchise with the
Town of Windsor, Comcast is required to provide cable service to all residents within the Town
of Windsor subject to a density requirement of 40 residents within 1 cable mile (See Town of
Windsor Comcast Franchise Agreement, Section 3.12). Similarly, pursuant to Comcast’s
Franchise with the City of Greeley, Comcast is required to provide cable service to all residents
within the City of Greeley subject to a density requirement of 25 residents within 1 cable mile
(See City of Greeley Comcast Franchise Agreement, Section. 12.1(C)).
NEO and City/Town staff met with Comcast to try to identify where Comcast does not serve,
and where Comcast provides Gigabit services within the study area. Comcast has stated that it
will assemble maps of their coverage area for this study. The municipalities could work with
Comcast to share in the costs of building fiber further into neighborhoods that do not meet the
density level requirement per the franchise agreements to obtain better broadband services.
Additionally, the cities could work with Comcast to obtain the goal of ubiquitous Gigabit
services.
CenturyLink is also engaged with this study and has offered to provide information regarding
collaborating with the municipalities to improve broadband services through a public private
partnership.
As of the date of this report, neither Comcast or CenturyLink have provided enough detail
regarding where their existing networks are located and where within each City/Town they
provide various service levels. The City/Town will continue to work with both incumbent
providers to better understand how the City/Town could facilitate further expansion of their
Gigabit service offerings.

Financing Municipal Broadband Networks

There are several strategies local governments have used to finance municipal broadband
networks. Municipalities can sometimes appropriate funds available through the general fund,
to cover the capital costs of network builds. Funds can be appropriated either on a one-time or
multi-year basis.
If there is not sufficient funding available in the general fund, a number of municipalities have
used general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, or certificates of participation to finance the
network build-out. Other financing options include New Market tax credits, for which
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allocations would have to be secured; economic development retail sales tax funds, internal
loans, TIF, economic development financing programs, and crowd sourcing.
There is also a growing interest among private financial institutions willing to invest in
municipal networks. Local governments may be able to find alternative means of financing
government anchor networks using private capital.
Grant Funding
Grant funding is available from a number of state and national sources. At the federal level, Erate and the Rural Healthcare Grants are provided through the Universal Service
Administrative Company (USAC). USAC is an independent, not-for-profit organization,
designated by the FCC to administer the Universal Service Fund. This fund receives
approximately $10 billion annually and is used to deliver funding through four programs (Erate, the Rural Healthcare Program, Lifeline Program and the High Cost Program). The E-rate
program will pay for 40-60% of the capital costs to build fiber to schools and libraries. The
Rural Healthcare Program will pay for 60-65% of the capital costs to build fiber to qualifying
medical facilities. The Town of Windsor’s schools are already connected with their own fiber.
The City of Greeley could work with the school district to potentially build fiber to the schools
within the City. Although there are strict rules through USAC and the E-rate Program
regarding the use of excess fiber deployed through the grant, there may be opportunities to
obtain a waiver of this rule, allowing the City to partner with school district on portions of their
build.
Another federal program for financing broadband is the Economic Development
Administration (EDA). EDA will fund development for partnership planning, local technical
assistance and economic adjustment assistance. EDA will fund implementation and
construction of broadband networks for public works projects and economic adjustment
assistance projects. Other federal programs are offered through the US Housing and Urban
Development. A variety of funding sources and funding mechanisms are available through
HUD for planning and implementation of broadband networks.
At the state level, the Colorado Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) in 2015 announced a $20
Million broadband implementation grant program for regional councils of governments and
municipalities. DOLA has not yet announced funding availability for 2016 or 2017 specifically
for broadband implementation; however, applicants are encouraged to apply for funding
through the Energy and Mineral Impact Fund. DOLA has three rounds of financing
applications with deadlines for grant submission being April 1st, August 1st and December 1st.
Other Potential Sources of Funding, Supplemental Tax Revenues, Streaming and Over-theTop Services
Across the U.S., cable companies are seeing their customers cancel their traditional broadband
TV services and choose to receive their entertainment through over-the-top services or
streaming services such as Hulu, Amazon Video, Netflix and HBO Go. As cord-cutting
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increases, some municipalities have been trying to recoup lost franchise fees received from cable
companies by charging taxes on over-the-top services.
Within the past year, approximately 45 cities in California are implementing or planning to
implement a tax on streaming services and video games, using their city’s existing tax rate for
cable providers. Their tax rates on video services range from 4.5 to 11 percent. Already taxing
these services at rates from 6% - 9.4% include communities in Pennsylvania, Minnesota and
Chicago.
There has been push-back from content and streaming providers on this tax and it is likely that
these taxes will be challenged in court. An argument can be made that taxes on Internet sales
are not allowed without a physical address within states, and therefore, this streaming and
gaming tax could be struck down as well.
Charging Fees for Use of Right of Ways
Cities in Oregon have started charging private and public entities for use of their right of ways
as a means to fund infrastructure improvements. The fee amount varies based on the kind of
utility and how many facilities are used in the right-of-way. Charging right of way fees may be
another funding mechanism for cities to build broadband infrastructure.

Public Private Partnerships

In addition to the above funding sources, there are a number of public-private partnership
models that have recently emerged that allow the municipality to pursue a Gigabit-enabled
network, while sharing in the risk, rewards and capital cost outlay of the network.
When evaluating public-private partnerships, municipalities need to balance the tension
between control, risk and reward against the City’s goals for the project. Control, in this
context, refers to ownership of the network or how much capital the municipality is willing to
invest. A municipality must consider how much control or capital is needed to be invested to
minimize risks and maximize rewards. Risks are associated primarily with financial risks such
as debt and debt coverage, as well as implementation, execution and operational risks. Reward
is often associated with where and how fast a network is constructed, coupled with what type
of services will be offered and at what price. There may be other benefits that are classified
under “reward” such as fiber built for the city’s benefit at no cost or construction and
operational efficiencies gained from the potential partnership.
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Control
(Ownership)

Risk

Reward or Benefits
Gained

Partners can include private for-profit companies, local non-profits, other anchor institutions
(such as school district) and even local residents. In some instances, the municipality may have
a very limited role in a partnership and may only provide access to rights of way or other city
infrastructure such as conduit, excess fiber, water or public safety towers, licensed spectrum,
light poles or local government buildings. In other cases, a municipality may agree to become
an anchor tenant and pay for service on the network for a contracted term, providing a
guaranteed revenue source for the network project partner to justify the business plan to build
out further in the community. In more extensive partnerships, the municipality can play a
larger role, such as providing capital for part or all of the network construction. In some public
partnership models, the private sector provides financing, while the municipality shares in
some of the risk. In other models, the municipality pays for a substantial portion or all of the
network build and contracts the operation of the network to the project partner. Sharing in the
financial and operational risks and in the associated benefits of a project can allow communities
to pursue broadband endeavors that may otherwise be unattainable.
Below are examples of three public partnership models that have been implemented by
communities in the recent years.
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Google Fiber, No Capital Outlay from the Municipality (and no Control)
Perhaps the most coveted example of a public-private partnership is the Google Fiber project in
the Kansas City area. Google chose Kansas City, KS and Kansas City, MO as the community to
embark upon its first foray into building fiber infrastructure. Kansas City, KS committed to
facilitate access to local infrastructure and conduit that it owned and provided access to its
rights of way. Kansas City, MO committed to waive local permitting fees and provided Google
with unfettered access to dedicated city staff to support the project.
In return, Google has agreed to build and operate a fiber-to-the-premise network and provide
Internet access service with 1 Gbps speeds to homes at $70 per month and to businesses at $300
per month. Google Fiber did not commit to ubiquitous coverage in Kansas City, but agreed to
build out fiber in neighborhoods (called “fiberhoods”) that met a predetermined take rate
percentage prior to construction.
Google Fiber used this same approach in Austin, TX and in Provo, Utah. Although in the past
three years Google has announced plans to replicate this model in 35 other cities, Google has
recently announced that it is pulling back its fiber-to-the-premise strategy and is experimenting
with Gigabit wireless technologies. Currently Gigabit wireless technology is limited to 500 feet;
meaning, fiber optic cable still needs to be installed very close to homes and businesses for the
wireless technology to deliver Gigabit bandwidth. Nevertheless, Google’s pull back has caused
some trepidation in the industry. Google is evaluating other models for partnership with cities
and their pause in fiber-to-the-premise implementation should not be taken as an indication of
their appetite for collaboration with cities.
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In the Google Fiber KS model, the local governments do not commit capital to build the
network. This limits the cities’ financial risk substantially, but it also curbs the control they
have over how and where the network is built. The municipalities in the Google Fiber projects
have no say over prices charged to the customers, how the network is built or how fast. Google
makes all of the decisions regarding current and future operations, and whether or not they pull
out of a market. Given their most recent announcements of pulling back their plans, this has
proven to be a substantial risk to the communities. Critics of Google’s fiberhood approach
claim that Google has “cherry-picked” more affluent neighborhoods to build its fiber and has
left economically challenged neighborhoods off its build list.
As the Fiber-to-the-Premise market is fairly saturated; meaning, most municipalities are
trying to implement some type of approach, companies like Google are targeting cities where
very little capital outlay is required from them. Therefore, the Google model of having
another company come in a build the network is unlikely. Leaning on the incumbent
providers, such as Comcast, may be a more viable approach for this model.
Ting, Municipality Builds the Fiber Network, Ting pays for Equipment and Operates the
Network
Canada’s Ting has recently made a name for itself as a private carrier that will deliver fiber-tothe-premises services over a city-owned network. Already underway in Westminster, MD,
Santa Cruz, CA, and Huntsville, AL, Ting is now partnering with Centennial, CO to bring
Gigabit fiber Internet access to Centennial’s 107,000 residents and its local businesses.
In this model the municipality provides the capital to build, own and maintain the “dark” fiber
throughout the community and to every home and business. Ting “lights” the fiber by
providing capital for the equipment. Ting provides Gigabit services to homes for $89 per month
and to businesses for $139 per month. In order for the city to pay down its debt associated with
building the fiber network, Ting pays the city a fee for homes and businesses that are fiberready or have been passed with fiber and another fee when homes and businesses start
subscribing to Internet services.
While the fiber network is the property of the city and eventually an “open network,” meaning
several service providers can use it to offer services to homes and businesses, Ting partnerships
typically feature an “exclusive right to operate network” for a minimum amount of time. While
the build is the responsibility of the respective cities, Ting will lease and light the fiber and
provide all equipment and Internet access. Cities partnering with Ting are mitigating risk and
staying out of the challenging ISP business, but have more control over where, how and how
fast the network is built. The cities also have control over pricing and services offered and can
require that the network is available for others to use after an initial period of time.
Other companies are now replicating this model. Companies in Colorado that have stated they
would enter into public-private partnerships similar to Ting’s model include Cedar Networks,
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Allo, FastTrack and Forethought. Others may also offer a similar model if asked to respond to a
formal Request for Information or Proposal.
Long-term Lease, Shared Take Rate Risks or Utility Fee
Private firms including SiFi and Symmetrical Networks will fund a network build, and will
oversee design, engineering, construction and operation of the network with a 20-year exclusive
lease agreement. These firms are forecasting that the subscription rates they receive will
provide healthy returns on their investment. And for extra measure, they ensure a sufficient
return by requiring cities to guarantee take rates or pay the difference. The good news is that
these potential city paybacks have a long ramp-up time before ever going into effect.
Additionally, the guaranteed take rate is typically more than achievable at somewhere between
30-38%, depending on the negotiated terms. At the end of the negotiated years, the city owns
the network free and clear but can continue to lease the fiber to their established partner(s).
Macquarie Capital will also work with communities to establish a fiber network using a similar
model to that described above or with a utility fee structure model. This utility fee structure
model was recently used to rescue Utah’s Utopia network from its financial woes. In the Utopia
project, Macquarie charges a flat utility fee for every home and business that the network
passes, whether the home or business signs up for services or not. Terms of the deal were
reported to be $22.60 per month for five cities. In terms of revenue sharing, each city is able to
keep 75% of wholesale revenue after the first $2M per year. This arrangement is expected to
wipe out Utopia’s debt by 2021 if the network sees a 24% take rate for premium services
Macquarie Capital is also providing financing, design, engineering, construction and operations
for an anchor institutions network for the State of Kentucky. This “concessionaire model”
provides a long-term agreement of 30 years where Macquarie is the lead vendor coordinating
all financing and implementation for the project and the State of Kentucky, in turn, shares in the
risks and rewards of the project.

How is the Network Implemented and Operated?

As discussed, there are a myriad of ways that a public-private partnership can be funded. In
the same vein, implementation and operation models vary. In many instances, the municipality
has staff and resources that are already providing utilities to their constituents or are already
maintaining roads and right of ways. With this being said, designing, building and operating a
fiber network is not always in a municipality’s wheelhouse. Often a municipality will
outsource the design, engineering, permitting, construction of the network and physical turn-up
of services. In some cases, the municipality may also contract for operations of the network and
in other instances, the municipality may source these functions in-house.
Private entities Macquarie, SiFi, Symmetrical Networks and Fujitsu, that are providing
financing for these networks to be built under a public-private partnership model, are also
looking for opportunities to work with municipalities who wish to outsource either part or the
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entire above list. Other municipalities are choosing to partner with these firms for the financing
and operations, by keep the design, engineering and construction services under their control,
using standard procurement processes for these functions.
As discussed in the funding section of this paper, each entity has a different model to recoup its
investment and meet their business case for success. Usually these arrangements, fees, and
exclusive rights contracts are complex and should be reviewed by a firm with extensive
experience in multiple cities with a wide variety of business models and contingencies.
Software Defined Network, with an “Opt-In” Twist
Named the community broadband project of the year by the National Association of
Telecommunications Officers and Advisors (NATOA), the City of Ammon, Idaho’s open access
network is obviously making many communities take notice. Ammon’s fiber network is a
“software defined network,” allowing “fiber apps” to be setup and hosted on the network. One
such application, is an innovative public safety application that uses the fiber network to
coordinate immediate, real-time responses to school shootings. This has led to the City
partnering with the University of Utah in a $600,000 initiative to research and develop a series
of next-generation networking technologies supporting public safety, including broadband
public emergency alerts.
Ammon has created Local Improvement Districts (LIDs) where residents can “opt in” or “opt
out” of receiving service from the fiber-to-the-premise network. For those who opt-in, they are
charged a monthly fee, where those who are not interested are not charged. The city council’s
logic is that those who opt-in are investing in an opportunity to increase their property value.
Within a specific LID, improvement bonds are used to cover the expense. Bonds are paid off by
an assessment of each participating property. It’s estimated that this will result in a $15 to $20
monthly charge for opting-in households.
The open-access network has an accessible online dashboard where Ammon’s residents can
change providers if they’re not happy with their current provider. They can also set up private,
high speed “rooms” online, with a few clicks. Virtual connections can be set up between all of
the schools, or with the school and the hospital – on the fly, again, with a few clicks. Ammon’s
open access model offers very high-speed Internet with a number options for providers, but
more importantly, it also supports a number of growing data applications, allowing
collaboration with anyone on the network at any time.

In Summary

There are a number of things to think about when pursuing a municipal broadband strategy.
To summarize the various options above, the following chart provides information regarding
potential models to consider.
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The purpose of this report is to showcase the various approaches, give examples of
communities that are using these various approaches and provide a general understanding of
each of the models and financing alternatives. As mentioned, a more detailed report regarding
the financial implications of these strategies has been compiled for the City of Greeley and the
Town of Windsor based upon preliminary design of various levels of investment. Please refer
to the companion report, “Financial Considerations, City of Greeley and the Town of Windsor
Broadband Models” for a deeper dive into the financial projections of these various approaches.
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Appendix A – Comments from the Survey

In general, it sucks and is upsetting that we pay what we do for pitiful internet, and cell service is also abysmal!
Data caps are important and ignored by this survey. The assumption being that municipal internet would not have one
should be a much more prominent point than it currently is.

We have Rise Broadband currently and their service and customer service is horrible. There is currently a big forum about
our broadband on next door with a lot of people complaining. North of the lake we only have Hughes or Rise Broadband as
options. TDS are saying there are permitting issues. We DESPERATELY need help in getting decent service up here. In
addition, we pay for a 25MB plan and they don't deliver anywhere near that yet I saw that the first paragraph of your survey
home page says they must deliver a minimum of 25MB. They are saying they "try" for that but typically would expect 60%
of their target. They're not even delivering that but they're charging me for it and I'm currently disputing with them. The
"perception" on our forum is that they are overselling service in our area and ignore our complaints and are now even
charging people overage fees for going over their contracted data limits but they won't even provide you with details on
what you're using and when saying they don't track it. None of this makes any sense to me. Any help you could give us in
making Rise accountable, providing alternate options (preferable) would be greatly appreciated. I feel like our hands our
tied behind our backs up here with no ability to do anything. I truly appreciate the town doing this survey and hope that
you will be able to help define and implement a solution that works for us. THANK YOU!!
Thank you for the Survey.
CenturyLink deleted >2GB of 13 yrs of my archived Email that I was unable to open due to their Email host "No_Such_Blob"
error message ... thus would really like to eliminate CenturyLink as ISP. They claimed they had no backup. We pay too much
for CenturyLink Internet and LandLine phone. Would switch to Comcast but have no cable trenched to our home .. only
have a phone line. Considering eliminating CenturyLink Landline phone and using Trackfones only.
The cost keeps going up and we are Senior Citizens who find it hard to pay the increase in prizes.
COMCAST SUCKS!
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Gigabit service would be the perfect compliment to the new convention center downtown, and has the potential to attract
significant new business to the city given the already high quality of life and very reasonable cost of living.
I had to try taking this 3 times, my internet slowed down and sometimes would freeze up midway. What a saw of the
Longmont service looks really good. Hope this works. Thanks & Good Luck!
Low income pricing is a must.
I think we already pay too much for more service than we really need. I would settle for less speed at a cheaper cost. I
would also have to be convinced that the government should be involved at all before I support government
provided/supported internet service.
Price controls critical
It's very costly and quite unpredictable.
I think if progress merits this then go for it!
Comcast/Xfinity is effectively a monopoly which gives them no incentive to reduce prices or improve infrastructure. Their
well-known attitude is "We're Comcast. We don't care, we don't have to."
Unable to get my speeds rom the State site, thus unable to answer some of the questions.
High speed low cost
Comcast has been our only internet provider for 17 years being here they increase our rates but not performance, they
throttle are internet and have neglected to fix our dropping internet speed without fiber internet this cant be fixed.
Thank you
I really hope that we can make this happen.I would love to volunteer my time to help!
Over this past year, the frequency of drops in the Internet service has significantly increased.... at least 3-5 times a week
during work hours.
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Thanks so much for taking the time to do this survey, America needs a fast, secure connection to the internet like it needs
clean drinking water. We need to make this happen nation wide.
I lived in Greeley until the 17th of November this month and voted in favor of "opting out" so Greeley could pursue
municipal broadband. I moved to Evans. I desperately hope that the City of Evans would be included in this. I'd
immediately end my subscription with Comcast/Xfinity and sign up for gigabit internet.
Wish we got more channel choices from out provider without costing an arm and a leg.
My current internet provider also provides Norton Security, at no additional cost. This is a very important to me in
considering an internet provider. It keeps my computer and devices secure from viruses and in general makes the internet
safer from viruses spreading.
Lead or be left behind.
We had to switch from Centurylink to Comcast. No comparison in the service. Comcast is far superior. Since I work from
home for an online company, I have to have fast reliable service. I don't want less than what I have now even if less
expensive. I don't want to move backward to slower or less reliable service.
Digital TV reception sucks on my street also. cannot get reception when I use rabbit ears. Had to pay for cable TV just to get a
couple of stations I want. Very expensive. Don't understand streaming internet tv yet or if it would work for me. I have old
laptop. Old Tv, Old house with old wiring in an old neighborhood. I want local stations, ABC,NBC,CBS,PBS,CNN and
FOXnews. Don't want all the other stuff they insist on bundling with you to get those stations. I pay through the nose for.
Most of these stations used to be free with rabbit ears when tv was analog. Now with digital I get only 3 stations with digital
rabbit ears. very poor reception in my area sO now I have to pay lots of money to get a few stations. Wish I still had analog
options too.
If they city were too do anything, providing ease of access to install an upgraded infrastructure or allowance of use of city
provided to many companies allowing competition to drive prices down and speeds up.
I only have one choice. It’s expensive and unreliable
Bring it on. Let the anti gubment types continue to pay high prices for lousy service and let the educated masses have at this
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I strongly agree that broadband should be a regulated public utility
Protect net neutrality
While our internet speed it pretty good we pay the price for it. We pay $85 for 75mbps with xfinity. We usually only get
50mbps. And this is a temporary rate. The only reason we have this rate is because we moved into a house so they gave us a
deal. Once the year is up we will have to either pay more to keep this speed or drop our speed down so that our internet bill
fits into our right budget. Longmont charges $50 for 1,000mbps which is much cheaper, exponentially faster, and does not
come has a temporary rate with a plethora ridiculous hidden fees. I’m tired of these big corporations taking advantage of us
by charging top dollar for mediocre internet. It’s time for us to get fiber internet at a reasonable price like other developed
nations have. Internet IS a utility at this point and should be treated as such.
If a government utility can offer cheaper rates than a company trying to maximize shareholder income, I’d like that,
assuming speed and service was not worse.
Being in the IT business, I know I'm not getting the speeds I'm paying for. Therefore, I'd like to have more options,
competition, to choose from for an ISP.
I have read about the lack of good internet access in rural America, but I live in a city of 100,000 and my best option has been
cellular service. I have to take my laptop to work or the library for simple downloads such as software updates. Streaming
music or movies could use up my monthly data allowance in one day.
Comcast's business model relies on predatory business practices. They are the only ISP at my location that provides a speed
suitable to my needs, so they function as a monopoly. Terrible service, exorbitant fees, and bait-and switch pricing strategies
are their standard business practice -- they would be bankrupt if they did not function as a monopoly.
Please build a fiber network! It can’t cost more than I already pay Comcast and having that money go into the city is a huge
bonus
Please please please do this. Longmont is an excellent model.
The internet drops often and takes forever to load pages and transfer info for work. That is the most concerning. The internet
for Netflix and Amazon prime are just annoying but it forces us to watch dvds instead or just turn off the tv. Not that bad.
The work issues are really a worry. The cell phone situation is really really bad too.
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Determining pricing is an important factor.
Would appreciate updates on the cities' actions in this regard.
This is a service I think should be available in these communities and I hope it comes to fruition
Focus on the crime in Greeley thanks
Please don't partner with Comcast or century Link. They have had decades worth of time to listen to market demands and
improve their product. They continuously choose to raise prices and cap speeds. This issue will be especially important now
that net neutrality has been removed. Giant ISP's like Comcast know they are our only option and will use that to pinch
every penny. We have a small family business that we run out of our home. We rely on quick and open internet to continue
to grow our business.
Comcast has a monopoly with respect to broadband service. There are no other options! Anyone who needs serious, reliable
internet access will not be adequately served by DSL or wireless options. It would be amazing if the City could serve
constituents by providing fast, reliable broadband/fiber services to homes and businesses. I think it would contribute to local
economic growth. Thank you very much for exploring this option.
Have a municipal backed broadband service keeps the 3rd party providers from being able to gouge pricing while not
introducing better performance. It was only recently that a 1Gbps package was offered through Comcast and the standard
price is more than $150 a month which is absurd for an internet only package. Where as other locations providing
connections to the same type of package are well below $100 a month.
Don't interfere in the market. This is not the role of government.
Please make this happen.
It’s a great idea, especially since the fcc disbanded net neutrality. Having an accountable internet service that also has quality
is important.
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As a college student who is deciding where his future will go, a robust, fairly priced internet service has become a HUGE
factor in where I’d want to live. I’ve considered Longmont honestly just because of their internet. Greeley and Windsor
would be well served with a municipal fiber network that could provide 1gbps at a fair price!
I would like internet service to be cheaper rather than a continual increase in the rate that Comcast does.
Whatever the city decides to do, data caps are probably the biggest thing holding back the residential internet currently.
I think community Broadband is a great idea. I think it will make Greeley a more attractive place for tech companies to want
to locate and will help our economy in the long run.
cost is out of control. They have us with no real options and customer service is at an all time low with them removing their
offices from Greeley the largest municipality usage. 110.000+ should warrant and office in the city!
You providing Internet service shows how stupid votes are. So called "Free" government services are not free if one pays
taxes.
Seems to me the initial Tribune article about the survey did not take into account the speeds that the individual residents or
businesses signed up for.
Comcast is too expensive for us. We are retired on a limited income.
Internet service providers have gotten away with terrible customer service and outrageous prices for years. I’m hoping for a
better option either provided as a utility, or built through a public-private partnership.

Free WiFi in the downtown Greeley area for everyone would be a HUGE economic draw for that part of town.
Our service is currently fine, but we are frustrated at the lack of competition, rising prices, and now the effect of repeal of net
neutrality rules.
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The FCC ruling on "net neutrality" makes it more important than ever that we get competition for broadband.
Everyone pays. No entitlements.
Stay out of What You Do Not Understand...
Competition is always better than government involvement.
Wish we had other choices than Comcast. Their business practices and rate changing games are an annual ordeal. Plus local
customer service is nearly gone.
Thanks for considering this issue. My primary method of communication now is the internet and I want it to be fast and
reliable.
I think the City of Greeley should look into working with Google to provide a City wide Broadband service. I think the area
is large enough for them to be interested as well.
Easily available public access to the internet, from anywhere in the city, is a key strategic enhancer for the community's
education and economic strength. Performance should be easily adequate for VOIP and file exchange, and perhaps a stretch
goal is easily supporting video streaming and movie download/upload.
We have CenturyLink. Speed & Service is terrible. We are considering switching to Comcast / Infinity or possible local
wireless / satellite service if available and if it has better speed than what we have now.
When Greeley had at home internet service speed was great. After comcast took over it dropped more then in half and prices
went up. would love gig speed!
Please bring affordable gigabit.
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No data caps. Xfinity currently has a 1 terabyte data usage cap per house hold.
We are supposedly close to a Centurylink hub which supposedly is supposed to make the internet faster... I don't think it
makes it faster however.
Comcast is overpriced and constantly changing prices and options. I would enjoy the long-term stability of a municipality.
The only two wired broadband options available are not acceptable. After growing up in Greeley And moving away only
recently coming back to visit nothing has really changed except More residential building. Greeley is not business friendly
especially when it comes to IT. Please look at Longmont. They have done great things in a short amount of time. If Greeley
wants To grow like they predict in the next 20 years they need to expand Internet options. Example the Microsoft data center
that was recently built in Cheyenne. Greeley could attract businesses like that if they really wanted to. Remember back in
the 1980s we did have Hewlett-Packard. Bring us out of the stone age and into the information age. Make Greeley great again
instead of just a farming and agricultural town. UNC should be involved as many students live off-campus and rely on the
Internet.
The prices Comcast (Xfinity) require you to pay after a year are exorbitant. The company ropes customers into a free cable
upgrade, then forbids customers from returning to Internet-only options. The resulting price increase is burdensome and
unnecessary.
I work using the internet - if it was not reliable and speedy would have to move to keep working
I use a Amazon Echo and Dot in my house to control Smart Lights, WeMo plugs. This technology is just growing and
making life easier to function and make your home safer (i.e. creating lighting when not home) but it's also taking up
bandwith. Just another thing to consider in terms of individuals growing needs.
Less government, not more. We don't need more government control in the private sector. Leave it alone
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only online with compost since july and no problems yet
I have made several attempts at obtaining an alternative source of internet service in Greeley and have found that Comcast
essentially controls the entire communities access, offering NO alternatives to access and NO negotiating cost of service.
GOOD riddance Comcast...
If anything that needs to happen is to provide competition for Xfinity both in service (speeds) and price.

The city should consider charging for the internet like a utility bill!!
If you do implement broadband, I do not want my choices to be diminished. In other words, if I still want Comcast services,
then I will stick with them regardless of what the city does. I don't want to HAVE to subscribe to city broadband above all
others. I want to be able to make my own choice.
i think commercial companies drain the consumer while providing the minimal amount of service possible which hold back
the american society and culture and leaves us behing even some 3rd world countries due to greed.
Speed is only 1 variable. Jitter and latency is also very important and directly affect VOIP, video chat, gaming and many
other realtime person to person internet interactions including teleworkers. This survey didn't ask about the quality of jitter.
Any decision by the city should understand networks better as speed is not enough.
Our speed seemed ok until recently. Now, in order to watch a movie on Netflix/Amazon, we have to make sure all other
devices are off wifi. CenturyLink told me to connect everything to modem via ethernet cable. Grrr!
needs to be way better, more speed, reasonably priced, need more competition/private sectors, if government could provide
higher speeds for lower cost then great but I do not see that happening

do not direct to a speed site that required Flash - because of FlashBlock I could not use it
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Net neutrality is critical for all of us. I know that's in the hands of the FCC, but their decision will influence everything
internet-related!
Comcast prices are absurd since we had to pay for unlimited data since we are gamers and was going over the 1tb data cap

I pay for 75 but am lucky if I get 40. I'm on the phone with Comcast fighting almost every other week.

Why are you even considering this? Makes no sense for a City to get into such a competitive business.
Windsor should require all internet companies to provide access in the town of Windsor. We live in the town limits but our
only option is Rise Broadband. the town to require companies to provide access as part of their permitting process. No
access, no permit.
More options would be fantastic. As I said earlier Comcast currently has a monopoly in Greeley if you want anything faster
than 7mbps (CenturyLinks current offering for my address). They also just instituted a monthly data cap which impedes use
of the service. I feel trapped and to me this has become just as important as any other household utility. Not only is it used
for personal means such as social media and streaming but it has become a needed for work and school as well. You can't get
by without it. In addition with continued growth and demand likely to increase I think it would only be fair to plan for the
future and get some fiber infrastructure to support gig speeds. So happy this is being looked into.
Don't let Comcast exploit us as much as it already has.
Connection
I really don't like how CenturyLink lures you in with introductory prices and then raises them. I don't like trying to reach
them on the phone. It doesn't seem like internet should cost so much. It would be nice if you paid for what you actually got,
rather than speeds "up to" some hypothetical number. Thank you.
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Comcast continually says my payment will be one thing, but due to "promotions", is always trying to add on charges. I have
to call about every 3-6 months to negotiate out about $30-40 in costs. Their customer service is terrible.
I used to live in Clarksville, TN which has great gigabit fiber service. Talk to them about implementing such service
Internet service to the side of the house is one thing. Good technical service on the inside of the house is even more
important. Do you really thing city employees or contractors can keep up with the technology?
government should not be competing withn private inter-prize.

Greeley is growing fast, and having strong internet infrastructure will be necessary in the near future
Disclaimer: as a household we COULD have faster internet speed, it’s available, but we are unwilling to pay any more than
the basic rate.
Comcast is way too expensive.

Paying for 25 but getting 10-15. Cost 60$ is too high for actual speed.
I am in favor of a fiber network and do not thing the City or any Government organization should run it. The city or
government should initiate the process and make sure the private company(s) stay within preset guidelines. Such as the
relationship with Xcel energy. I look forward to receiving what we should have had 10 years ago.
Under no circumstances should the City of Greeley partner with someone else to provide this service. Make the upfront
investment to ensure that the internet in Greeley remains in the hands of We The People.
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I work from home and pay for Comcast's higher speed, but it does not always achieve the speed that I'm paying for. I cannot
use VOIP due to latency issues, which Comcast will not fix.
Businesses would be drawn to our community if we provided fast broadband services.
WE, our neighborhood area, have had problems with Comcast for years. I have files documenting our issues. I get so
frustrated with the system and spending time talking with them. Last night they finally expanded our broad width band and
changed our channel. Today, so far, the internet is working. The download and upload speeds are based on the repaired
system
Have Comcast. Overall, like the speed and reliability but wonder about the cost.

No data caps please. This may be equal to the request for faster speeds
Even if broadband services are not implemented by the city out on East 18th it will probably lower prices for internet in the
area and consumers will probably get better deals on internet services.
You have no idea how excited this makes me to be having this opportunity for Greeley. This is something I’ve been looking
to have for years and now that the conversation has begun, this makes me hopeful for Greeley’s future!
We actually have considered relocating to Fort Collins once they have their municipal broadband system up, or Longmont.
We both work from home and Comcast has terrible upload speeds, regardless of the plan, which is important for us.
It is obvious that Comcast and CenturyLink are not interested in investing into the community with the latest technology-they will increase prices with incremental speed increases. CenturyLink and Comcast need competition and a local
government investment is only the beginning--bring it on. This proposed broadband network will be a major plus for
Greeley--a forward thinking city that will positively impact and recruit new clean high paying jobs.
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We would support the a community broadband for us and for our schools, businesses and other community members.
Although, we are not currently heavy users, with increased speed, we might use it more.
My only option for internet is Rise, so I get what they offer
:-(
We voted for this. Let’s get it done with the quality that Longmont enjoys.
Adequate, reliable, high speed internet is in my mind one of the basic facets of modern city. My wife and I are both
university graduates and we do look at things like what type of internet service is available, we have moved to Greeley for
work within the last few years. I would be proud, and ecstatic if we had high speed broadband provided by the city/county
government. It constantly seems that we pay more for less service with poorer quality to companies like comcast. They are so
big that they can manipulate their customers because we have no other options, I would really prefer to pay for local internet
service.
I work from home and may consider having to move. I also believe that as the dependency on Internet increases, the current
access in our neighborhood will cause home values to decrease because of it!
Stay out of this business. You are government, not a private business! Stop, just stop this crap. Customers need to pay for
what they want and use! No tax money should be spent on this effort.
My subdivision looks to be one of the only one around with such slow internet, I had much better service in a small WY
town. This should be addressed by someone!
Unless the town of Windsor partners with a private entity ( Internet provider), I seriously doubt a government run program
will be anything even close to what we have now, as far as options go. Historically, government involvement = slow, lazy,
wasteful, entitled. Thank goodness we have a president that is doing his best to stir it all up, lampoon the left, drain the
swamp, and laugh all of the political losers out of town. Very refreshing! Very entertaining. I just wish the president would
step up the rhetoric even higher; I loved the Pocahontas resurrection this week!
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Entire neighborhood has signed petitions to Century Link for service. They have declined despite plans to provide service to
new and near developments.
its terrible

I would like to see us model our broadband service after the community of Longmont.
Rise Broadband previously Skybeam is failing us. The raised prices and removed unlimited data. Customer services is
horrible and waits on phone are too long. I pay $85/mo for 50 speeds and even employee to me we'll never see over high
20's. Each week in receive an email about reaching my limits and I'm hit with a surcharge on my bill. This company is
running a monopoly as we have no other options in the area.
WE DO NO SUBSCRIBE TO CABLE AND NOT INTERESTED IN BUNDLING SERVICES TO INCLUDE CABLE. Thank
you!!!!
Internet is not an utility. It is not the proper role of the government to meddle with the market and create a taxpayers
subsidiazed monopoly on the internet service, and limiting the private market choices for consumers in the process.

The government already controls the roads and has a monopoly in the public education system and look at how good that’s
working ... (sarc)

Thanks, but no thanks.
I have very little faith the city can improve the performance and quality at a lower rate.
Why does this feel like a breach of privacy? The government has my server. Yikes!
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What we have now is a virtual monopoly in Comcast. Century Link is completely unreliable. Rise Broadband has terrible
customer service, requires a 2 year contract, and randomly accuses customers of exceeding data limits, but can't provide any
details regarding the data used. This is a particularly sore spot for me because I terminated my account with Comcast 3
months ago only to run into big problems with Rise only 2 months into my 24 month contract. Rise is so bad that I've already
re-subscribed to Comcast and am willing to pay a $200+ early termination fee to Rise just to be done with them. My biggest
concern with a public utility type of ISP is that usage will be monitored and/or regulated--the criteria to be determined by
bureaucrats and subject to the prevailing political winds.
We currently only have 1 option available in our subdivision and that is RiseBroad Band.

We need options in Steeplechase. We don't have any.
Have contacted Verizon too many times to count. Was told there aren’t enough cell phone towers in the area. We have 2700
homes going in to the east of us and a huge apartment complex to the west of us. What will happen to the internet service
when all of those people move in? This is a serious issue.
Everyone that lives in Steeplechase will feel the same way!! Our internet is awful and it’s either CL or satellite. It’s very
frustrating to all of us who live here and the companies don’t want to spend the money to update it for 200
homes.
Our current provider is Rise Broadband, they are nice people but are oversubscribed, and have huge slowdowns in the
evenings and when the wind blows the antenna
We currently appear to only have 2 options, DSL from Century Link, who agrees the technology in my area is outdated but
has no plans to improve, or Rise Broadband which I think now operates under a different name but apparently does not
have a good reputation with current neighborhood users.
Rise Broadband is currently the only service provider available for my address
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As above, I would be leary of any service that came thru city of Windsor... They are simly too greedy!

The city has no business getting into the internet business. They can't deliver any service efficiently.

Had reliability problems at first, but now it is rock solid.

Rise Broadband is HORRIBLE!

Rise Broadband works well for us

Please hurry!

Only isp available. It is absolutely awful
We have NO options with internet in our area and it’s TERRIBLE! I feel like we live in a 3rd world country with our
connectivity. It’s a joke.
Our service is intermittent. Getting consistent service for streaming video is our top priority

They cannot provide adequate service, they know it, and dont seem to have plans to improve it
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Deepening on how Windsor structures its internet regarding net neutrality, it will be an easy decision leaving Comcast.
Comcast rates will continue to rise because of the lack of net neutrality.
keep price affordable

Fiber to the home is critical for economic development in the changing economy

Vey limited options. Rise Broadband. Bad bad since at least 2-17.

Ours is perfectly fine. We run 3 laptops all day long and rarely have problems.
When we first moved to Windsor 9 years ago we had skybe which was amazing, but we bought a house and to many objects
we blocking the microwave towers. We tried century link and we got horrible customer service and hardly any speed. We
are with xfinity which is better, but there are times our internet has cut out with them as well. Internet is becoming a a
necessity, and it would be nice if we could get something reliable yet affordable. It seems like internet is starting skyrocket in
cost like everything else.
I hate the lack of customer service from my provider and the attitude they have. They are completely unhelpful and
inaccessible.
Keep it private and encourage competition.
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Speed tests are a farce, and what matters most is the ISPs ability (and willingness) to interconnect and support bandwidth at
the datacenter level. Net Neutrality plays a huge role in that, and what a better provider to remain neutral than a municipal
carrier.

I fully support municipal broadband. I will see you at November's meeting to voice such support.
The town of Windsor should do this!

I very much dislike Comcast and the monopoly it has on internet service in this area.
Have the big ISP's build the fiber optic network that all of us have been paying taxes on our bills since the 90's. Other than
that if throttled speeds are in place the isp should only charge for speeds allowed.
Everyone around me has the same issue with internet and it seems that the companies don’t care! We feel stuck.

Before investing into this as a service, I would prefer to see more money going to schools or outside, educational programs
Rise Broadband provides the worst service and price gouges everyone around us because we have no other option for
severely lacking performance. It's a constant point of discussion at our HOA board meetings.
Contact advoda communications they may have options for you
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I 100% support municipal-run broadband in our community. This can be an attractive benefit to potential future residents,
and will spur growth in the area.

Internet provider options in the area are lacking, which has led to unnecessary rate hikes and data caps because residents
have no alternative options. Pursuing any other option (such as partnering with existing service providers for build out or
management of the utility) continue to support the monopoly they have over the community in regards to internet options.

Municipal-run internet can work - Longmont, Colorado and other communities around the country have proven it. I would
love to see our community be on the forefront of this technical revolution.
We are very unhappy with comcast. It would be great to have other options
I think provI ding broadband is an excellentirely idea. I'm more than happy to pay some for it especially if it means our more
rural neighbors get better service.
I don't like the fact that comcast closed their Greeley office

Frequently lack internet in the mornings

Options are terrible in our subdivision
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Horrible internet. Can’t stream videos at all. Working from
Home isn’t an option because of internet. Please help.
After subscribing to ISP's for over 20 years I am thoroughly sick of their rate and fee games. The only ISPs that have
consistent, predictable rates are local.

Then there's the awful "ISP customer service" which should be enough, all by itself -- if they actually operated in a "free
market" -- to drive these predators out of business.
I would be willing to have the city of Greeley install the infrastructure for Gigabyte service but let private companies provide
services and compete.
Sure, I've had my issues with TDS, but they worked to resolve them. The biggest issue is that they oversold their bandwidth
and we all suffered. That should be illegal. If King Soopers sold two people the same bottle of water and were then told to
share it, there would be legal action.
I hate Comcast and wish I didn't have to support them, but I dislike ineffective bureaucracy just as much. This can be a great
service for our community, and I hope it will be.
Full disclosure: this might sound really lame, but it's been a dream of mine (ever since I was little...I warned you!) to start a
telephone company/ISP. It's such a fascinating industry and one that I see that could use improvement. I started a website for
class of a fake ISP (https://www.getunitefiber.com/) and it's been a fun sandbox to learn marketing automation and to further
my web design skills.

Long story short, I think it would be very cool to be involved with such a project. If you ever need a creative mind, I would
love to help!
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This is exciting and I look forward to what's ahead! Thanks for all of your hard work.

Broadband is basically a utility now. It would be fiscally responsible for a city to provide infrastructure and services for
residents.
Our internet is very inconsistent. Century link has sent 3 different techs out to fix our slow inconsistent speeds and couldnt
help. We strongly support community broadband
Internet services here feel to be far behind what should be a modern standard. The service providers seem unwilling to
invest in high quality upgrades. I don't feel public investment should be made for a corporate entity to take over and use to
pay bloated corporate salaries. I feel that broadband service, among other things, could be better and more appropriately
managed by a local municipality.
As an audiobook narrator from home, I really could use faster speeds at a reasonable cost. We would also like faster speed
for watching online TV.
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The premise is that municipalities have a duty to provide broadband and "close the digital divide." There is sufficient
differences in the use of the Internet and participation in the IoT that Internet access should remain a business and personal
choice driven by market forces. I cannot envision Windsor engaging in this pursuit without adding bureaucratic overhead,
particularly when collaborating with the City of Greeley that may have conflicting interests and other dynamics. I believe
that it will be inevitable that subsidies will become part of the implementation model.
I teach extensive online, for years, and have never contemplated that the Town of Windsor was responsible for my Internet
service.
Price paid does not equate to speed provided currently.
Rise broadband is the worst. Promises and charges for 25mbs but rarely supplies that. Gov should force Rise or others to
guarantee the speeds they say they are providing and be fined or have to credit money back to customers according to
speeds. This is false advertising and should be regulated by gov.
Would be great to have something that we're not paying monopolies for, that goes back into our city.
In Water Valley South. Comcast/Xfinity is providing fine service. Wired speeds are very fast. There is significant drop off
due to our wireless router and home "dead spots," but that has more to do with the wireless router than the cable provided
speed. The town/county should stay out of this. Long-term costs are unpredictable and will become a financial burden for
the residents.
I am glad that communities are looking into their options for broadband services. It needs to be available and affordable for
everyone.
I have fast and reliable internet. I support broadband for the greater good. I believe it will make Windsor a better community
and attract businesses. It's going to happen eventually so we might as well do it. I do not want decreased speeds and/or
increased prices.
No real competition. Comcast is really the only option. Seems like a sort of monopoly.
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I worked with network infrastructure during my time in the Air Force. I am hoping to get back into the field post
graduation, and have a passion for the subject.
I only have one option for broadband (Xfinity). This means that there is no competition, and i have no records when they
raise my costs (which has occurred for times in the past year).

I am a strong proponent of municipal broadband, and would be willing to donate time or expertise to aid in such a project.
We own a business and internet is a necessity to run that business. However, internet is not a right and should not be funded
by tax dollars or property owners.
Would love to see this happen and bring Comcast some competition. There prices are much too high!

Our internet speed and access is awful. As a neighborhood, we have looked into all kinds of options, with no success.
I find it hard to believe that when this subdivision (Steeplechase) was built they did not install in ground cable so we could
have a better choice in service providers.
Comcast offers faster speeds than what I have, however, the my current 100Mbps is unreliable and too costly for what I get,
so I will not go up to the next speed tier for a higher price, knowing that I am not getting what I am paying for at my
currently level and there are NO other options that offer decent speed levels in Windsor. Comcast/Xfinity has a monopoly
here and it's driven prices up.
We have fiber to the home from Centurylink because it's a brand new neighborhood. It is great service. I'm sure I would feel
very differently if I lived in an old neighborhood where internet service is lacking.
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It is very unfair for govt to compete with private companies who have invested 100's of millions in networks who then have
a subsidized competitor
Our provider, Comcast, currently acts like a monopoly with little or no oversight or accountability. This is not a free market,
and Comcast's behavior justifies government action of some kind and continuing oversight.
Thank you. I've seen GoogFiber going in around US and was hoping it would come to Windsor.
What I’d really like to see is a State initiative to provide wireless broadband as a utility state wide. Performance and
connectivity would vary from very rural to very dense urban. Make Colorado THE tech place to bring business.
Please ignore the FCC's terms for broadband. To say I feel they are under the influence of the big cable companies is an
understatement. Let's lead the US to having MODERN broadband speeds.
I strongly support action in this regard. I work from a home office every day that I am not traveling. We use internet for
everything. We're building a connected home. Lead, follow, or get out of the way... I'd like to see Windsor lead.
Stop wasting everyones time, first a library now this i get you people have money to blow, but how about on education...25th
in the world for godsakes..
I couldn't run a speed test but we've had Xfinity for about 15 years. Their prices keep going up but they are the only reliable
broadband provider.
We only have one option for internet at our address and pay a ridiculous amount for just internet. $105.00 per month from
Comcast. We do not want tv and phone, but have to pay full price.
1. Century Link has very poor customer service.
2. We are told that 10 mps is the max we can get on our block due to old infrastructure, which CL is unwilling to upgrade.
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We need more options for Broadband Internet access,.Currently in Windsor only Xfinity offers speeds above 100 Mbs which
I feel is the bare minimum in 2017 and because they have the monopoly they are able to charge whatever they want,
consistently increase prices and provide frankly laughable customer service.
Comcast almost has a monopoly on internet service - they are so unreliable and their pricing structure is constantly
changing. Internet is more important to us than TV or phone (land line). it is becoming a necessity.
I like my Internet from Century Link but I am tired of having to negotiate a lower price every year. To lock in a fixed price
for life, they require you to upgrade even if you are happy with the speed you currently have.
I believe my current internet connectivity is decent. However, I want the city of Greeley to move forward with exploring a
state-of-the-art network to serve the community (homes, schools, and public/private sector entities). Comcast/Xfinity has
made some good strides in terms of customer service over the past two years, but only as a result of communities
considering making internet access a utility. The lack of broadband competition has resulted in higher costs and poor
customer service. If Greeley is expected to double in size over the next few decades, we should invest in developing the
world-class digital infrastructure that will help attract and retain individuals/families.
The signal fluctuates at different times.
Please analyze what worked/didn't work for Longmont. Their service is far superior to private providers. Issue with
apartment complexes being "bought" by private provides so they cannot access Longmont internet. (Longmont has one trash
service too, just saying things run smooth there)
Please consider doing what Longmont did!
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City of Greeley and Town of Windsor Residential Broadband Survey

Q1 To which age group do you belong?
Answered: 642

Over 71
6% (39)
Over 71
6% (39)

Skipped: 1

Under 21
1% (4)
Under 21
1% (4)
22 - 39
32% (206)
22 - 39
32% (206)

55 - 70
27% (173)
55 - 70
27% (173)

ANSWER CHOICES

40 - 54
34% (220)
40 - 54
34% (220)

RESPONSES

Under 21

1%

4

22 - 39

32%

206

40 - 54

34%

220

55 - 70

27%

173

Over 71

6%

39

TOTAL

642
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Q2 How much do you currently pay for your internet each month?
Answered: 641

Skipped: 2

60%
50%
40%

45%

30%

45%
30%

20%
10%

5%
5%

0%

Between $20 $35

30%

20%
20%
Between $36 $55

Between $56 $100

More than $100

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Between $20 - $35

5%

Between $36 - $55

20%

128

Between $56 - $100

45%

289

More than $100

30%

194

30

TOTAL

641
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Q3 Does this cost include other bundled services? (Check all that apply.)
Answered: 641

Skipped: 2

80%
70%
60%
50%

56%
56%
35%

40%

35%

30%
20%

20%
20%

10%
0%

Just
internet
service

Includes TV
service

Includes
telephone
service

2%
2%

Includes
security
system

1%
1%

Includes
cell phone
service

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Just internet service

56%

358

Includes TV service

35%

224

Includes telephone service

20%

130

Includes security system

2%

13

Includes cell phone service

1%

9

Total Respondents: 641
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Q4 How important is it to you to receive one invoice for internet, cable TV
and/or phone service?
Answered: 643

Skipped: 0

It is extremely
important.
It is extremely
10%
(64)
important.
10% (64)
It is somewhat
important.
It is somewhat
19% (125)
important.
19% (125)

It is not
important.
It is not
71% (454)
important.
ANSWER CHOICES

71% (454)

RESPONSES

It is extremely important.

10%

64

It is somewhat important.

19%

125

It is not important.

71%

454

TOTAL

643
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Q5 How reliable do you find your current internet connection?
Answered: 643

Upload speed
is too slow

Download
speed
too slow

Connection
interrupts

0%

18%

46%

22%

14%

18%

46%

22%

14%

17%

49%

23%

10%

17%

49%

23%

10%

16%

62%

16%

6%

16%

62%

16%

6%

10%

Never
NEVER
Upload speed is too slow
Download speed too slow
Connection interrupts

Skipped: 0

20%

30%

Sometimes
SOMETIMES

40%

50%

60%

Most of the time.
MOST OF THE TIME.

70%

80%

90% 100%

Always
ALWAYS

TOTAL

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

18%
115

46%
291

22%
140

14%
89

635

2.32

17%
111

49%
313

23%
148

10%
67

639

2.27

16%
100

62%
395

16%
101

6%
39

635

2.12
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Q6 To measure your current service levels, please take an internet speed
test - go to http://maps.co.gov/publicspeed/ and click Begin Test and
enter the results. If you are using an Apple or Android device, please
connect to WiFi (do not use cellular) and go to http://openspeedtest.com/
for the speed test.
Answered: 548

Skipped: 95

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Download Speed

100%

548

Upload Speed

98%

537
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Q7 How would you rate the download speed of your internet?
Answered: 637

Skipped: 6

50%
40%

33%
26%

30%

33%

26%
20%

10%

0%

19%
19%

11%
11%

Very Slow

10%
10%

Slow

Acceptable

Good

Excellent

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Very Slow

11%

73

Slow

26%

168

Acceptable

33%

210

Good

19%

121

Excellent

10%

65

TOTAL

637
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Q8 How would you rate the upload speed of your internet?
Answered: 638

Skipped: 5

50%
40%

30%

31%

31%

31%

31%

20%
20%

20%

12%
12%

10%

6%
6%

0%

Very Slow

Slow

Acceptable

Good

Excellent

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Very Slow

20%

125

Slow

31%

198

Acceptable

31%

199

Good

12%

75

Excellent

6%

41

TOTAL

638
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Q9 When did you complete the speed test?
Answered: 557

Skipped: 86

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Date/Time

100%
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Q10 What device did you use when you conducted the speed test?
Answered: 585

Skipped: 58

An ipad or tablet
11% (66)
An ipad or tablet
11% (66)

A laptop or a
computer
A laptop or a
54%
(313)
computer

A cell phone
35% (206)
A cell phone
35% (206)

54% (313)

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

A laptop or a computer

54%

313

A cell phone

35%

206

An ipad or tablet

11%

66

TOTAL

585
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Q11 Does the speed of your internet connection vary during or
throughout the day?
Answered: 624

Skipped: 19

23%
(141)
23%
(141)
46%
(285)
46%
(285)

32%
(198)
32%
(198)
Speed varies somewhat throughout the day
Speed varies dramatically throughout the day

Speed stays the same throughout the day

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Speed varies somewhat throughout the day

46%

285

Speed varies dramatically throughout the day

32%

198

Speed stays the same throughout the day

23%

141

TOTAL

624
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Q12 Are there times when you cannot get on the internet?
Answered: 637

Never
18% (112)
Never
18% (112)

Skipped: 6

All of the time
2% (10)
All of the time
2% (10)

Hardly ever
44% (282)
Hardly ever
44% (282)

Some of the time
37% (233)
Some of the time
37% (233)
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Hardly ever

44%

282

Some of the time

37%

233

Never

18%

112

All of the time

2%

10

TOTAL

637
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Q13 How fast do you think your internet service should be? What service
level do you expect or need? Note that in 2015, the Federal
Communications Commission (“FCC”) revised its definition of broadband)
as having the ability to download at 25 Mbps and upload speeds of 3
Mbps. Having access to “advanced broadband,” means, at a minimum,
having broadband speeds that at least meet the FCC definition.
Answered: 578

Skipped: 65

63
63

0

ANSWER CHOICES

10

20

30

40

50

60

AVERAGE NUMBER

70

80

90

TOTAL NUMBER

63

100

RESPONSES

36,480

578

Total Respondents: 578
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Q14 As a follow-up question to #13 above, if you are unsure of the
service level or speed that you need, which of the following best suits
your needs?
Answered: 475

Need better
UPLOAD speed

Skipped: 168

19%
19%

Speed is
adequate now

27%
27%

Need better
DOWNLOAD
speed

29%
29%

Would like
MUCH faster...

45%
45%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Need better UPLOAD speed

19%

91

Speed is adequate now

27%

126

Need better DOWNLOAD speed

29%

138

Would like MUCH faster than current speed

45%

214

Total Respondents: 475
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Q15 What would you be willing to pay for the service at this level? Enter a
number only.
Answered: 591

Skipped: 52
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Q16 What is most important to you regarding your internet service?
(Please rank the following choices, with 1 being the most important.)
Answered: 632

Reliability

Fast, I want
speed

Competetive
Price

44%

36%

14%

4%
2%

44%

36%

14%

4%
2%

33%

36%

21%

7% 3%

33%

36%

21%

7% 3%

21%

23%

47%

7% 2%

21%

23%

47%

7% 2%

Bundled
5% 3% 4%
invoice

9%

79%

5% 3% 4%

9%

79%

Customer
5% 5%
Service

14%

5% 5%

14%

0%

10%

1

Fast, I want speed
Competetive Price
Bundled invoice
Customer Service

67%

2

8%

67%

20%

30%

3

1
Reliability

Skipped: 11

40%

4
2

50%

8%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

5
3

4

5

TOTAL

SCORE

44%
252

36%
202

14%
79

4%
20

2%
14

567

4.16

33%
183

36%
201

21%
115

7%
39

3%
17

555

3.89

21%
122

23%
129

47%
267

7%
42

2%
12

572

3.54

5%
34

3%
17

4%
25

9%
56

79%
488

620

1.47

5%
29

5%
32

14%
85

67%
406

8%
50

602

2.31
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Q17 How many people use the internet in your household?
Answered: 637

Skipped: 6

9%

1

9%
39%

2

39%
3

20%

4

20%
22%
22%
6%

5

6%
3%

6

3%
More than 6

0%
0%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

1

9%

2

39%

250

3

20%

126

4

22%

142

5

6%

40

6

3%

21

More than 6

0%

2

56

TOTAL

637
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Q18 Does anyone in your household work from home?
Answered: 640

Skipped: 3

50%
40%

47%
47%

30%

43%
43%

20%

1%

10%

10%
0%

No

Yes, 1 person
does

1%

10%

Yes, 2 people do

Yes, more than
2 people do

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

No

47%

298

Yes, 1 person does

43%

275

Yes, 2 people do

10%

63

Yes, more than 2 people do

1%

4

TOTAL

640
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Q19 How many school-aged children live at your home?
Answered: 638

Skipped: 5

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

59.56%
59.56%

30%
20%

19.75%

10%
0%

19.75%
None

2

4.23%

2.51%

0.31%

13.64%

4.23%

2.51%

0.31%

13.64%
1

3

4

More
than6

5

6

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

None

59.56%

380

2

19.75%

126

1

13.64%

87

3

4.23%

27

4

2.51%

16

More than6

0.31%

2

5

0.00%

0

6

0.00%

0

TOTAL

638
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Q20 Which of the following devices do you have and how many of these
devices do you have in your household?
Answered: 641

Skipped: 2

Smart phone 2% 12%

47%

16%

23%

2% 12%
6%

47%

16%

23%

31%

6%

31%

Laptop
computer

Tablet
DVD/DVR or
Blue Ray
Player

36%
36%

12%

9%

11%
15%

37%

31%

12%

9%
7% 3%

Desktop
computer

50%
50%

25%
24%

9%

7%

26%
29%

34%
34%

24%
21%

9%
7%

7%
9%

29%

34%

7%

9%

46%

18%

3%3%

30%
40%

46%
31%

18%
16%

3%3%
9% 5%

16%

9%

31%
59%

10%

20%

1

59%

16%

30%

40%

2

3

50%

Streaming TV
Desktop computer

9% 3%

16%

60%

9% 3%

70%

80%

5%

13%
13%

90% 100%

more than 3

NONE

Smart TV

21%

30%

40%

None

7% 3%

34%

InternetOfThing
s (IOT) devi...
0%

25%

26%

Game
Console

DVD/DVR or Blue Ray Player

12%

31%

Streaming TV

Tablet

14%

37%

15%

Laptop computer

12%

11%

Smart TV

Smart phone

14%

1

2

3

MORE THAN 3

TOTAL

2%
12

12%
79

47%
296

16%
103

23%
144

634

6%
40

31%
193

36%
227

14%
87

12%
76

623

11%
70

37%
228

31%
195

12%
74

9%
54

621

15%
92

50%
314

25%
154

7%
43

3%
19

622

26%
154

34%
207

24%
144

9%
56

7%
42

603

29%
174

34%
206

21%
124

7%
44

9%
55

603

30%
183

46%
282

18%
109

3%
19

3%
17

610
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Game Console
InternetOfThings (IOT) devices in your home

40%
237

31%
184

16%
96

9%
51

5%
31

599

59%
361

16%
99

9%
52

3%
18

13%
77

607
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Q21 Which of the following internet service providers do you use in your
home? If you have more than one internet service provider or more than
one home, please select your primary provider at your primary residence.
Answered: 642

Skipped: 1

Xfinity
(Comcast)

62%
62%
21%

CenturyLink

21%

I do not use
any of these...

10%
10%

Satellite
Company...

4%
4%

Direct TV or
Dish

1%
1%
1%

Dish DSL

1%
TDS

1%

Windstream

1%
0%
0%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Xfinity (Comcast)

62%

401

CenturyLink

21%

133

I do not use any of these internet service providers

10%

63

Satellite Company (Hughes, Wild Blue)

4%

23

Direct TV or Dish

1%

9

Dish DSL

1%

6

TDS

1%

6

Windstream

0%

1

TOTAL

642
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Q22 For your home, what type of internet service do you currently have?
Answered: 641

Skipped: 2

373

Cable

373
104

DSL

104
83

Wireless

83
28

Satellite

28

Don't know
what type of...

19
19
15

Fiber
connection

15

Mobile Phone
Wireless,...

9

Dial-up

9
7
7
2

T-1 Service

2
1

Don't have
internet...
0

1

100

200

300

400

500

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Cable

58%

373

DSL

16%

104

Wireless

13%

83

Satellite

4%

28

Don't know what type of connection I have at my home.

3%

19

Fiber connection

2%

15

Mobile Phone Wireless, Cellular

1%

9

Dial-up

1%

7

T-1 Service

0%

2

Don't have internet service at home

0%

1

TOTAL

641
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Q23 If the private sector (phone, cable, wireless or other company) does
not provide adequate and affordable broadband service to your home,
who would you want to step in to ensure that better services are
available?
Answered: 637

Skipped: 6

The county
4% (28)
The county
4% (28)
Other (please
specify)
Other (please
10%
(65)
specify)
A public/private
10%
(65)
partnership
or
consortium
A
public/private
partnership or
12% (78)
consortium

The local
municipality
The local
41%
(264)
municipality
41% (264)

12% (78)
I am not sure
31% (195)
I am not sure
31% (195)
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

The electric company

1%

7

The county

4%

28

Other (please specify)

10%

65

A public/private partnership or consortium

12%

78

I am not sure

31%

195

The local municipality

41%

264

TOTAL

637
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Q24 Ranking the Government's Role in Broadband. What do you think
the primary role for the City or County government should be with respect
to broadband access? (Please rank your choices with "1" being your first
choice.)
Answered: 604
100%

10%
7%
10%
8%
7%
8%
12%
7%
12%

80%
60%

3%

5%
10%
5%
10%
26%

34%
3%
69%

34%
17%

57%

69%

20%

57%

17%
16%

Build
network for
the public
(homes,b...

1

5%
3%
4%
3%
5%
3%
15%
4%
3%
15%
Do Nothing

17%
13%

2

16%
Partner
with
current
provider...
3

4

Build network for the public (homes,businesses,govt)
Partner with current providers to improve the speed and reliability
Do Nothing
Partner with a private firm
Only Business,Govt,Schools,Medical
Agreements with private companies to offer services to the public.

8%

3%
11%

8%
27%

3%
11%
24%

27%
18%

24%

29%

11%
18%

36%

29%
19%

11%
30%

36%

19%
11%

30%
6%

Partner
11%
with a
private
firm

Only6%
Business,Go
vt,Schools,
Medical

26%

17%
13%

40%

0%

Skipped: 39

5

20%
6%
20%
Agreements
6%
with
private
companie...

6
1

2

57%
301

12%
62

7%
35

8%
42

7%
38

10%
51

529

4.74

16%
88

17%
92

13%
70

17%
95

34%
188

3%
16

549

3.54

15%
82

3%
17

4%
23

3%
18

5%
30

69%
386

556

2.10

11%
57

19%
99

29%
152

26%
136

10%
53

5%
24

521

3.81

6%
29

30%
156

11%
58

18%
91

27%
140

8%
40

514

3.46

6%
29

20%
105

36%
184

24%
123

11%
56

3%
16

513

3.77
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Q25 If you could choose only one option, what do you think the
primary role for the City or County government should be with respect to
broadband access? (Please choose only one)
Answered: 619

Skipped: 24

80%
70%
60%

53%

50%

53%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Offer to
homes,
business,
government

14%

13%

11%

14%

13%

11%

Partner
with
current
providers

Do
Nothing.

Partner
with a
private
firm to...

7%
7%
Enter into
agreements
with
private...

2%
2%

Only to
businesses,
schools,gov
t, medical

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Offer to homes, business, government

53%

329

Partner with current providers

14%

84

Do Nothing.

13%

83

Partner with a private firm to build a state-of-the-art network.

11%

68

Enter into agreements with private companies to offer services to the public

7%

43

Only to businesses,schools,govt, medical

2%

12

TOTAL

619
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Q26 Do you think broadband service is a utility like water and electric? If
so, would you support a small monthly utility fee to pay for broadband
infrastructure build out?
Answered: 633

Skipped: 10

80%
70%
60%

66%

50%

66%

40%
30%

21%

20%

21%

10%
0%

Yes, and I
WOULD support a
small monthly
utility fee

No, broadband
is not a utility

7%

5%

7%

5%

I don't know.

Yes, but I
would NOT
support a small
monthly fee

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes, and I WOULD support a small monthly utility fee

66%

420

No, broadband is not a utility

21%

134

I don't know.

7%

45

Yes, but I would NOT support a small monthly fee

5%

34

TOTAL

633
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Q27 The City of Longmont recently became Colorado's first "Gig City",
building a fiber network that provides residents with reasonably priced
gigabit service to the home. Would you support the City of Greeley and
Town of Windsor offering gigabit service to the home?
Answered: 635

Skipped: 8

Need more
information
Need more
19%
(119)
information
19% (119)
No
8% (51)
No
8% (51)

Yes
73% (465)
Yes
73% (465)
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

73%

No

8%

Need more information

19%

465
51
119

TOTAL

635
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Q28 How would you characterize your relation to your internet service?
Answered: 633

63%

Buy things

31%

63%

The current
internet spe...
Streaming
video

Sell things
online (Crai...

27%

17%

31%
13%

30%

27%

17%

13%

6% 4%3%

57%
49%

30%
40%

6% 4%3%
2%
6% 3%

49%

40%
28%

15%

28%

15%

11%
5%2%

50%

31%

13%

5%2%

19%
19%

17%
17%

26%
30%

14%

23%

7%

30%

13%
10%

21%

26%

7%

11%

11%

13%

23%

0%

21%

31%

22%
14%

11%

6% 3%
2%

50%

22%

Email,
browsing,...

11%

30%

25%

If we had
better home...

1%
3%2%
11%

57%

25%

Our
household's...

3%2%
1%

30%

Reservations,ti
ckets, etc

The current
internet spe...

Skipped: 10

29%

13%

20%

Strongly Agree

29%

30%

Agree

15%
26%
26%

28%

40%

50%

60%

Neutral/Not Sure

15%

28%

20%

70%

80%

20%

90% 100%

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

NEUTRAL/NOT
SURE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

63%
400

31%
193

3%
21

2%
10

1%
7

631

4.54

The current internet speed available
is holding back our household's
entertainment options

30%
192

27%
173

17%
110

13%
84

11%
72

631

3.52

Streaming video

57%
359

30%
188

6%
35

4%
27

3%
21

630

4.33

49%
310

40%
251

6%
37

3%
22

2%
10

630

4.32

Sell things online (Craig's list, eBay,
etc.)

25%
156

28%
176

15%
95

21%
134

11%
69

630

3.34

Our household's demands on
internet bandwidth and speed is
consistently increasing

50%
315

31%
193

13%
80

5%
29

2%
13

630

4.22

If we had better home internet
service, one or more of us would
work from home more often

22%
140

19%
118

26%
165

17%
110

15%
96

629

3.15

Buy things

Reservations,tickets, etc
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City of Greeley and Town of Windsor Residential Broadband Survey
Email, browsing, research
The current internet speed available
is holding back our household's
income potential

14%
88

23%
143

7%
42

30%
191

26%
164

628

2.68

11%
68

13%
81

29%
181

28%
174

20%
124

628

2.67
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City of Greeley and Town of Windsor Residential Broadband Survey

Q29 Would you consider leaving the community because it doesn't have
adequate broadband?
Answered: 633

Skipped: 10

80%
70%
60%

51%

50%

51%

40%

24%

30%

21%

24%

20%

21%

10%
0%

5%
5%

No, it's not a
consideration
for me.
Broadband...

No, it's not a
consideration
for me. I have
adequate...

Possibly yes, I
have thought
about it.

Definitely yes,
I will be forced
to relocate
because of...

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

No, it's not a consideration for me. Broadband services need to be better here, but I am not planning to move.

51%

320

No, it's not a consideration for me. I have adequate broadband service.

24%

150

Possibly yes, I have thought about it.

21%

132

Definitely yes, I will be forced to relocate because of inadequate broadband service.

5%

TOTAL

31
633
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City of Greeley and Town of Windsor Residential Broadband Survey

Q30 Optional: To help us analyze broadband speeds by location in the
city, please provide your street address and city.
Answered: 430

Skipped: 213
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City of Greeley and Town of Windsor Residential Broadband Survey

Q31 If you have any other comments regarding your current Internet
service or a community broadband service please tell us below:
Answered: 221

Skipped: 422
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CITY OF GREELEY, TOWN OF WINDSOR
BROADBAND PLANNING
JUNE, 2018
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Town of Windsor Broadband Project History
Feasibility Study

1st Half

2016

•

•

•

2017

Windsor adds
•
Broadband to the
2016-2018 Strategic
Plan

Staff Joins Regional
Broadband
Committee
Staff Recommends
Feasibility Study for
Windsor

•

•
Approval for
Feasibility Study
& Budget by
Town Board
•
Approval of IGA
with City of
•
Greeley for
Broadband
Feasibility Study

2nd Half

2017

NEO Connect
Hired for
Feasibility Study

•

Feasibility Study
Begins October
•
Community
Survey, Data
Gathering,
Stakeholder &
Public Meetings

•

1st Qtr

2nd Qtr

2018

2018

Levels of
investment
Defined for
Broadband
Models
Financial Models
Developed

Continued
Collaboration in
Regional
Broadband
Committee

•

Feasibility Study
Completed

•

Report to City
Council Town
Council by NEO
Connect & Staff

•

Staff
Recommendations
for Road Ahead
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AGENDA
Why are Municipalities Investing in Broadband?
Current Assessment, Survey Results
Levels of Investment, Benefits of Each Level
Models for Gigabit Strategy
Initial Recommendations and Possible Next
Steps
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WHY ARE MUNICIPALITIES INVESTING IN
BROADBAND?
The Internet is Everything
Bandwidth Demand
– 79% of all traffic is video (86% in
2021)
– Facebook is testing “Immersive Video”
– Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality
Applications
– Ultra-HD video will consume 4 times
more bandwidth

Internet of Things (IoT) will be a key
driver of bandwidth demand (home
appliances, smart self driving cars,
medical monitoring devices, smart
cities, robots, artificial intelligence)

Global Internet Traffic
1992 100 GB per DAY
1997 100 GB per HOUR
2002 100 GB per SECOND
2007 2,000 GB per SECOND
2016 26,600 GB per SECOND
2021 105,800 GB per SECOND

– 1 Billion Connected Devices by 2020
– 1 Trillion Connected Sensors by 2030
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WHY ARE MUNICIPALITIES INVESTING IN
BROADBAND?
Local Control of an Economic
Development Driver
Net Neutrality Laws Overturned
Convergence of Smart City Applications,
Cellular Backhaul, Internet Consumption
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In the Report
Section 1 –Introduction
and Recommendations
• Initial
Recommendations for
Implementation Now
• Next steps for
evaluating Gigabit
strategies

Section 2 – WHY

Section 3 – WHAT

• Why is this important?
• Why are Municipalities
Investing in Broadband
and what are the
benefits?
• Current Assessment
and Survey Reponses,
Why is the current
infrastructure in
Greeley and Windsor
not sufficient?

• What policies can be
implemented now?
• What level of
investment can be
done now, regardless
of the ultimate
broadband strategy for
Gigabit services?
• What will each level of
investment cost?
• What models and best
practices have been
implemented by other
municipalities?
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CURRENT ASSESSMENT

Gigabit service available
in limited areas.
Most have advertised
speeds of 50 Mbps –
100 Mbps in Download
Speeds
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SURVEY SUMMARY
82%

• Stated that the download and upload
speeds are too slow

54%

• Telecommute

66%

• Support a small monthly utility fee to
pay for broadband infrastructure build
out.

21%

• Would probably move if broadband
wasn’t adequate (5% said definitely)

73%

• Support a model similar to Longmont.
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LEVEL OF INVESTMENT
1) Implement Broadband Friendly Policies and Ordinances and
Smart Conduit Construction to Gain Assets and Attract Partners

2) Connect City Government and Smart City Applications

3) Connect other Key Community Anchor Institutions

4) Connect Homes and Businesses with Fiber through a PublicPrivate Partnership or through offering Broadband as a Service

5) Further Evaluate Working with Existing Providers to Improve
their Services (Comcast, CenturyLink)
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LEVEL 1 – IMPLEMENT BROADBAND FRIENDLY
POLICIES AND ORDINANCES
Dig Once/Shadow Conduit
Joint Trench/Shared Costs
GIS As-builts and Funding Set Aside
One Touch Make Ready
Land Use Policies, Conduit Placement
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DIG ONCE/SHADOW CONDUIT POLICIES
Incremental Cost To
Install Shadow Conduit Is $2
- $7 Per Foot.
Cost To Install New
Conduit As A Standalone
Project Is $25 - $35 Per Foot.
Typically, Shadow Conduit
Represents 1-2% Of A Road
Improvement’s Total Project
Budget.

Cost Savings
Gain Assets
Attract Partners
Use in Construction for
Network connecting
Government, Anchor
Institutions
Possible Use in PPP or ISP
venture
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LEVELS 2 & 3 – CITY AND ANCHOR INSTITUTIONS
With the Use of Existing Fiber
Eng. &
Construction
Management

Labor

Materials

Total

Public Safety, SCADA, Smart
City

$

11,532 $

72,844 $

27,709 $

112,085

Adding on All Other Anchor
Institutions

$

11,160 $

93,390 $

43,481 $

148,031

$

22,692 $

166,234 $

71,190 $

260,116

Total

As a New Build
Eng. &
Construction
Management

Labor

Materials

Total

Public Safety, SCADA, Smart
City

$

150,660 $

604,032 $

131,811 $

886,503

Adding on All Other Anchor
Institutions

$

139,965 $

588,167 $

132,224 $

860,356

$

290,625 $

1,192,199 $

264,035 $

1,746,859

Total

• Connect City
Government
Applications, Public
Safety, Water Meters
• Connect Key Anchor
Institutions (Schools,
Universities,
Hospitals)
• Further Investigation
into use of Existing
Fiber
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WHAT OTHER CITIES ARE DOING
BEST PRACTICES
ANALYZING INVESTMENT LEVELS 4 AND 5

NOCO Cities include Longmont, Loveland, Ft. Collins,
Estes Park
Symmetrical gigabit services
$60 to $100 pricing for residential customers and
$500 to $750 pricing for business customers are being
offered in cities and towns across the country Options to
enter into PPP, variety of models
Models are driven mostly to mitigate debt coverage risk –
driven by take rate – driven by pricing
City involvement, capital, and ownership are negotiable
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MODELS TO CONSIDER
ANALYZING INVESTMENT LEVELS 4 AND 5
City as the ISP
Public Private
Partnership
Work with phone/cable
company
• City may or may not invest
capital to incent the
providers
• Low financial risk, and no
control
• Shadow Conduit, Joint
Builds
• Examples: Arvada,
Westminster

• # of Financing Options
• Share in Capital Costs
• Share in the Revenue
• Examples: Centennial,
Boulder

• City invests in Fiber to
the Premise
• Provides Internet
Services Directly
• Examples: Longmont,
Loveland and Ft. Collins

Financial, operational and political risk increases with each “step up”
Control also increases with each “step up”
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When evaluating Public
Private Partnerships,
the Tension between
Control, Risk and
Reward must be
weighed against the
City’s Goals.

• Control is required to
ensure end results

• Ownership is required to
ensure Control

Control
(Ownership)

Risk

Reward or Benefits
Gained

• Risk increases as
ownership increases
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FINANCIAL MODEL, FIBER TO THE PREMISE,
WHAT WORKS?

City as an ISP

• Residential rates of $80-$100 per month for 100 – 1000
Mbps
• Take rate percentage of 35%
• Starting in Year 4
• Annual EBITDA of $3.39 Million
• Net Income of $800k
• $50 per month with 50% take rate produces similar results

City as an ISP, Utility
Fee
Public Private
Partnership

• $5 - $7 Monthly fee to Homes passed
• $50 - $80 per month
• Produces similar results
• Share in the capital costs
• Revenue share would cover City’s debt service
• Sensitivity analysis with take rates and pricing
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LEVEL OF INVESTMENT
1) Implement Broadband Friendly Policies and Ordinances and
Smart Conduit Construction to Gain Assets and Attract Partners

2) Connect City Government and Smart City Applications

3) Connect other Key Community Anchor Institutions

4) Connect Homes and Businesses with Fiber through a PublicPrivate Partnership or through offering Broadband as a Service

5) Further Evaluate Working with Existing Providers to Improve
their Services (Comcast, CenturyLink)
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NEXT STEPS
Staff Recommendations
– Recommend Broadband Friendly Policies and
Ordinances
– Connect Remaining Town Assets
– Begin Discussions with Community Anchor
Institutions
– Look into Further Regional Collaboration
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DIG ONCE POLICY
Examples of others that
have or will adopt:
•
•
•
•
•

Arvada
Grand Junction
Centennial
Federal Projects
Colorado State Projects

COST PER LINEAR FOOT
Construction

Conduit

17%

Businesses can be “Broadband Ready”
coupled with Transportation, Sewer,
Water and other Public Works Projects
83%
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QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU
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FUTURE TOWN BOARD MEETINGS

June 25, 2018
4:15 p.m. – 5 p.m.

Special Meeting
CDOT Update Johnny Olson

June 25, 2018
5:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.

Town Board Grove Dedication - Outgoing Board Members

June 25, 2018
6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Town Board Work Session
Broadband Update

June 25, 2018
7:00 p.m.

Town Board Meeting

July 2, 2018
6:00 p.m.

Town Board Work Session
Sam Light Presentation

July 9, 2018
5:30 p.m.

Board/Manager/Attorney Monthly Meeting

July 9, 2018
7:00 p.m.

Town Board Meeting
Kern Board

July 16, 2018
6:00 p.m.

Town Board Work Session

July 23, 2018
6:00 p.m.

Town Board Work Session
Northern Water Presentation-Brain Werner

July 23, 2018
7:00 p.m.

Town Board Meeting

July 30, 2018
5:30 p.m.

Town Board Work Session
Joint Work Session with the Clearview Library District

August 6, 2018
6:00 p.m.

Town Board Work Session

June 19-22, 2018
July 16, 2018
August 7, 2018
October 2, 2018

Additional Events
CML Annual Conference – Vail
R.O. Plant Tours
National Night Out
Joint Dinner with Weld County - Pelican Lakes Grillhouse
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Future Meetings Agenda
Page 2 of 2









Future Work Session Topics
Code Update meeting with Planning Commission (next code section in series) - Planning
Car Dealerships in CAC (Mr. Downing)
Residential buildout at 60,000 population
Economic development/retail needs at 60,000 population
Water needs at 60,000 population
Transportation—20 year projection
Contractor licensing
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